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Abstract
The efficiency o f an induction motor (IM) can be improved by the optimum 
selection o f a flux level in the motor. Among the numerous loss minimization 
algorithms (LMA), a loss-model-based approach offers a fast response and no torque 
pulsation. However, it requires the accurate loss model and the knowledge o f the 
motor parameters to find the optimum flux level. Therefore, a technical difficulty in 
deriving the loss-model-based LM A lies in the complexity o f  the full loss model and 
the on-line parameter adaptation for the precise motor parameters.
In an effort to overcome the drawbacks o f on-line loss model controllers (LMC), 
this thesis presents a new loss-model-based LMA for inverter-fed IM drives aiming at 
both high efficiency and high dynamic performance.
A new LMC is proposed for the loss minimization o f  vector-controlled IM drives. 
An IM model in d-q coordinates is referenced to the rotor magnetizing current and 
then an iron loss resistance is added in parallel to the magnetizing inductance. This 
transformation leads to no leakage inductance on the rotor side by incorporating it 
into other parameters. This decomposition feature into d-q components makes the 
derivation o f the motor loss model and LMC simpler while keeping the effect o f 
leakage inductances.
In order to achieve high dynamic performance, an adaptive backstepping based 
nonlinear controller (ABNC) is designed incorporating iron loss under the parameter 
uncertainties o f  rotor resistance and load torque. In proposed IM  equations, no 
additional state variables are added while iron loss is considered. Thus, an ABNC
11
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incorporating iron loss can be designed without much more complexity compared to 
the one with neglected iron loss. ABNC achieves desirable motor dynamics at any 
operating point while the flux level is varied by the LMC in order to reduce the input 
power.
Adaptive backstepping technique provides a tool to design the controller avoiding 
wasteful cancellations o f certain nonlinearities. Another important feature o f an 
adaptive backstepping technique is that it can derive parameter update laws 
simultaneously with control laws from the error dynamics. With an extra gain 
introduced in adaptation laws design, we take advantage o f this feature by combining 
the ABNC with LMC, thus an on-line parameter adaptation o f LMC can be obtained 
with no extra effort.
The complete closed loop control o f  the proposed LMC based IM drive is 
implemented in real-time using digital signal processor board DS 1104 for a 
laboratory 1/3 hp motor. The dynamic performance o f  the proposed controller and 
parameter adaptation features are examined. The effectiveness o f  the proposed loss 
minimization scheme through a wide range o f speed regions including the field 
weakening region is demonstrated through computer simulation and experimental 
results.
Ill
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There has been a growing global concern over energy consumption and the 
environment and high energy efficiency has become one o f the m ost important factors 
in the development o f the products that consume electrical energy. Considering the 
fact that more than 50% o f  electrical energy produced is consumed by motors, and 
three-phase induction motors are most widely used in industry [1], efficiency 
optimization o f an induction m otor (IM) drive requires more attention than ever 
before. M ost o f the induction motors in industry are still operated without any means 
o f  control. In case o f high-powered but relatively unsophisticated machinery such as 
pumps, fans, blowers, and compressors, there is little need for high dynamic 
performance o f  electric drive system, but speed control can bring significant energy 
savings in most cases. Even with controlled IM  drives, there has been much effort to 
improve their efficiency. IM  drive losses consist o f grid loss, converter loss, m otor 
loss and transmission loss [2-3]. In an effort to improve efficiency, there have been 
improvements in the materials, design and construction techniques for the equipment 
involved IM drives. However, converter loss and motor loss are still greatly 
dependent on control strategies, especially when the motor operates at light load. The 
efficiency optimization o f IM  drives can be realized in various ways by different
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types o f loss minimization control technique. The ideal loss minimization controller 
should not only achieve the minimum loss in all situations even with parameter 
variations, sudden changes o f  command speed and torque and load disturbances, but 
also satisfy the requirements o f dynamic motor response. This thesis analyzes the 
previous research on this issue and presents a new loss minimization strategy for an 
IM  drive in an attempt to overcome the drawbacks found in previous research, so that 
both high efficiency and high control dynamic performance are achieved.
1.1 Induction Motors
Induction motors have found very wide industrial applications, as well as in m ain 
powered home appliances. Simple and rugged design, low-cost, low maintenance and 
direct connection to an AC power source are the main advantages o f induction motors 
[4-5]. The principle o f induction machine operation is similar to that o f  the 
transformer. The induction motor always runs at a speed slightly less than the 
synchronous speed, because there is no torque production in an induction machine at 
synchronous speed.
Among various types o f  induction motors available in the market, almost 90% o f 
the three-phase induction motors are squirrel cage motors. In squirrel-cage motors the 
rotor consists o f uninsulated metal bars forming the “squirrel cage” and is not 
accessible as shown F ig .I .l . The lack o f wiring and inaccessibility o f the rotor gives 
the additional degree o f  ruggedness allowing them to be used in aggressive or volatile 
environments.
Wound-rotor induction motors are used in special applications in which the 
existence and accessibility o f  the rotor winding is an advantage. However, as they are 
more expensive and less reliable than squirrel-cage motors, wound-rotor motors have
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been replaced by controlled drives with squirrel-cage motors. Thus, only the squirrel- 
cage induction motors will be considered in this thesis.
The disadvantage o f induction motors is the difficulty o f  control. Because the 
induction motors are highly coupled non-linear dynamic plant, their applications in 
the area o f the speed, position, or torque control have been limited and DC motors are 
still common. However, due to the progress in both control techniques and the electric 
drive system equipment such as power converters, sensors and microprocessors, IM  
has been gaining increasing popularity in industrial applications even where the 
precise control is required.
Drive End ^






F ig .I.l: Squirrel-cage induction motor
1.2 The Efficiency of IMs
The primary purpose o f  an IM drive is to operate the motor at a speed and torque 
which is required by the operator o f the motor drive. But having fulfilled that, there is 
an extra degree o f freedom in terms o f efficiency optimization. In other words, for a
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given torque and speed, the m otor losses can be reduced by the different selection o f 
flux levels (or its equivalent quantity) in the motor. The basic principle o f  loss 
reduction in IM drives is explained in Fig. 1.2. I f  the rotor leakage inductance and 
core saturation are ignored for the simplicity o f the notion, the current phasors o f  a 
motor at light load can be depicted as shown in Fig. 1.2, where , I^a n d  7  ̂are the 
magnetizing current, stator current and rotor current respectively. Developed torque is 
proportional to 7^7^, the vector product o f  the rotor magnetizing current and rotor 
current. Therefore, it is possible to obtain the same torque with different combinations 
o f  magnetizing current and rotor current values. In Fig. 1.2, the developed torque, 











Fig. 1.2: Illustration o f the torque production with different magnetizing current levels: 
(a) Nominal, (b) Medium and (c) Low Magnetizing Current.
Type o f  Loss (a) (b) (c)
Stator Copper Loss Large Small Large
Rotor Copper Loss Small Medium Large
Iron Loss Large Medium Small
Tablet. 1: Relative loss levels for stator copper loss, rotor copper loss and core loss at 
three different magnetizing currents.
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Table 1.1 shows the relative loss for stator copper loss, rotor copper loss and core 
loss at the different magnetizing current levels. For a given torque, the iron loss can 
be minimized by using the minimum possible magnetizing current. This also 
minimizes the stator copper loss components. However, to create the required torque 
with less magnetizing current, the rotor current must be increased by increasing the 
stator current and, consequently increasing the stator copper loss. Among the three 
different cases, (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 1.2, (b) shows the least total losses.
The conclusion is that by a proper adjustment o f the magnetizing current, 
appropriate balanee between copper and iron losses can be achieved to minimize the 
electromagnetic losses. Many controllers with different strategies have been proposed 
to achieve maximum efficiency o f IM drives but, they all share the same principle, 
that is to find an optimum balance o f the magnetic and electric loading. However, 
different approaches achieve different levels o f  performance.
1.3 General Description of IM Drives
Over a long period o f time, the simple open loop volt/hertz (v/f) control m ethod 
has been popularly used in low performance drives [6]. In scalar control schemes the 
phase relations between IM space vectors are not controlled during transient times. A 
small drift in speed and air-gap flux due to fluctuation in load torque and supply 
voltage, as well as sluggish transient response, are some o f the problems associated 
with this scheme. In a majority o f industrial applications, these drawbacks are o f no 
consequence, but still unacceptable for high-performance drive applications which 
require fast and accurate speed tracking response, and quick recovery o f speed from 
any disturbances.
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In order to overcome these drawbacks, the concept o f field orientation was 
introduced by Blaschke [7], Blaschke examined how field orientation occurs naturally 
in a separately excited DC motor. The armature flux and the field flux are always 
perpendicular to each other due to the effect o f  the compensating winding. In an 
induction machine, a similar condition can be created by the decomposition o f  the 
stator current into two components, flux-producing current and torque-producing 
current, in the rotating reference frame. Thus, the control o f AC motors becomes a 
close correspondence to DC machines while maintaining its general advantage over 
DC machine. Field oriented control (FOC) has gained widespread acceptance as a 
high-performance control strategy for IM drives [8-9]. The FOC method requires high 
computational power o f microcontrollers. W ith the evolution o f  fast microprocessors 
and Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), implementation o f FOC in real-time has been 
achieved and new nonlinear control methods have been developed during the past 10 
years, such as the feedback linearization, passivity-based, and backstepping designs. 
There methods are generally called nonlinear control schemes. [10-12].
The feedback linearization control (FLC) consists o f two steps. In the first step, a 
nonlinear compensation which cancels the nonlinearities included in the IM  is 
implemented as an inner feedback loop. In the second step, a controller which ensures 
stability and some predefined performance is designed based on conventional linear 
theory, and this linear controller is implemented as an outer feedback loop [13].
In contrast to the feedback linearization, which results from a purely mathematical 
approach, the passivity-based control has evolved from consideration o f physical 
properties such as energy saving and passivity [14]. The main idea o f passivity-based 
design is to reshape the energy o f the IM  in such a way that the required asymptotic 
output tracking properties will be achieved.
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Lastly, backstepping design is a relatively new technique for the control o f IM  
[15]. The most appealing point is the use o f  virtual control variables to make the 
original high order system simpler and smaller. Thus the final control outputs can be 
derived step by step through suitable Lyapunov functions ensuring global stability. An 
adaptive robust nonlinear controller can be derived using this control method in a 
straightforward manner. M ore details about the backstepping design and application 
to the IM drive will be dealt with in the following chapters o f this thesis.
1.4 Literature Review
1.4.1 Loss Minimization Control of IM Drives
The control strategy to improve motor efficiency can be divided into two categories: 
1) loss-model-based controller (LMC), 2) search controller (SC).
1) Loss-Model-Based Controller: The model-based controller computes losses by 
using the machine model and selects a flux level that minimizes losses.
Various loss models for loss minimization o f IM drive have been reported in the 
literature [16-25]. In the early works, the potentiality o f  loss minimization is 
addressed for the scalar drive using simple loss modeling in [16,17]. H.G.Kim et al. 
[18] suggested an optimal efficiency control algorithm for an induction m otor 
supplied by a current source inverter. It was shown that any torque and speed pair can 
be obtained by many combinations o f rotor frequency (or slip) and flux, each 
combination resulting in a different level o f loss. The motor flux was reduced to 
decrease the total loss and to improve the power factor at light load. The required 
relationship between the stator current and the rotor frequency for the minimum loss 
was obtained numerically and a control loop had minor modifications to the constant 
flux control scheme. Kioskeridis and Margaris [19] calculated the total o f iron loss.
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copper losses and stray loss and derived LMC to determine the optimal flux level that 
minimizes the total loss o f scalar controlled induction m otor drive. P.Famouri and J.J. 
Cathey [20] derived the per-unit efficiency o f the IM as function o f slip, frequency 
and losses including the copper losses, core loss, rotational power loss, and power loss 
crossing the motor airgap. This equation was used to find the frequency that 
maximizes the efficiency at any torque-speed operating point. This method is the 
closed loop control technique with the improvement over the open loop volt/hertz 
(v/f) method. Lorenz and Yang [21] developed a method o f optimally determining 
dynamic flux trajectories for closed-cycle operation o f  field oriented induction 
machines. Dynamic programming approach was used to minimize the copper and iron 
losses. They consider the copper and iron losses to formulate the loss model and 
defined an objective function that depends on the drive’s loss. The limits on motor 
flux, speed, voltage and current were considered as constraints o f the dynamic 
programming problem. Then, the optimal flux and the flux producing d-axis current 
trajectories over the cycle were obtained by solving the problem. A  microcomputer 
implementation o f the control system was also presented. Garcia et al. [22] derived a 
loss model consisting o f resistors reflecting iron loss, rotor and stator copper losses as 
a function o f stator current components, and ; in d-q frame. The IM equivalent
circuit was simplified by deleting leakage inductance in the induction m otor 
equivalent circuit. Based on this model, they developed a closed-form equation for the 
optimum flux level in the field-oriented frame. This algorithm allows the 
electromagnetic losses in a variable speed and torque IM drive to be decreased while 
keeping a good dynamic response. The efficiency sensitivity to parameter variations 
was also studied. Chakraborty and Hori [23] proposed the hybrid method combining 
the loss model approach and search approach together for the indirect vector-
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controlled IM to extract the best o f both. The first estimation is from the loss model 
approach and the subsequent adjustment o f flux is through the search technique. Thus, 
the hybrid method improved both the speed and the capability o f  adaptation for a 
possible change in load or a variation in motor parameters. However, both the 
computation o f loss model and measurement o f  input power have to be done in this 
method, and this makes overall control system complicated. The loss model 
developed in [22] was simplified even more by rearranging the iron loss resistance 
and utilized for the LMC part o f the hybrid method to obtain the first estimate o f  the 
flux. Bernal et al [24] proposed a generalized d-q loss model for the different types o f  
motors such as IM ’s, PM SM ’s, RM ’s or DC motors, showing that the structure o f  
losses follows a similar template for all these machines. The loss model presented in 
[22] is used as the IM loss model again. S. Lim et al [25] developed a simplified loss 
model without sacrificing the leakage inductance. In the simplified model, the loss 
was represented as a resistance connected to a dependent voltage source. According to 
the simulation and experimental results, the loss calculation based on this simplified 
model was closer to that o f full model than previous works.
2) Search Controller: On the other hand, SCs finds the optimum flux level based on 
the exact measurement o f power input [26-31].
Moreira et al [26] used the information o f third-harmonic components o f  the stator 
phase voltage to reduce the d-axis current. He also used the third harmonic signal to 
estimate the motor speed, as well as to decouple torque and flux producing 
components o f the stator current. Sul and Park [27] proposed an efficiency 
maximizing technique by defining an optimal slip. The optimal slip is first searched 
by trial and error, and stored in the microprocessor memory. Then the controlled 
system is forced to track the optimal slip from the lookup table. This technique can be
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considered as an indirect way to minimize the input power. Kirschen et al. [28] 
decreased the flux command in small steps until the minimum input power is 
achieved for the given torque and speed. This task is done by the speed control loop 
which adjusts the q-axis current to compensate the effect o f changes in the rotor flux. 
This is a very simple and easy solution, but the problem is the long search time for the 
convergence. It took about 30 seconds for the controller to bring the motor to the 
minimal loss operating condition when the motor was operating at the rated flux 
condition. The long search time was necessary because the flux was reduced in 
several small steps in order not to cause undesirable speed disturbances produced by 
large changes in the rotor flux. Even with small step time, the torque pulsation was 
unavoidable. Sousa et al. [29] proposed a fuzzy-logic-based controller to improve the 
work o f  Kirschen et at [28]. They adaptively reduced the reference flux producing 
current with adaptive step size to speed up the convergence. As the motor flux 
approached the optimum value, a Fuzzy controller reduced the step size o f change. 
The torque pulsation problem is taken care o f  by applying feed-forward compensation. 
However, the iron loss and parameter deviation were not considered in compensation. 
Kim et al. [30] designed a controller aiming at both high efficiency and high dynamic 
performance. They adjusted the squared rotor flux according to a minimum power 
algorithm based on the Fibonacci search method. The torque ripple is not generated in 
this configuration, since the speed and rotor flux are decoupled by means o f nonlinear 
control. The nonlinear controller requires the accurate value o f the rotor resistance to 
calculate the accurate rotor flux. This value was obtained by an online identification 
algorithm. The experimental results showed the shorter search time with larger flux 
steps as compared to that in [28], while no undesirable disturbances appear in the 
motor torque and speed. However, these improvements on system performance have
10
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added sufficient complexity in overall control algorithm. Ta and Hori [31] improved 
the convergence by adopting the golden-section-based search algorithm. However, 
major problems exist in selecting the upper and lower limits o f the flux-producing 
current before the algorithm starts. To achieve an acceptable dynamic performance 
and to increase the speed o f search, a priori knowledge o f  the drive system is 
necessary.
1.4.2 Adaptive Backstepping Controller for IM
Various nonlinear control methodologies have been applied to the control o f IM. 
The adaptive backstepping m ethod has been gaining popularity in design o f speed 
controllers for DC, induction and permanent magnet motors in recent years [32,33]. 
This technique allows the designer to incorporate most system non-linearities and 
uncertainties in the design o f  the controller, which is the important advantage over 
other nonlinear control m ethods such as feedback linearization. Tan and Chang 
[15,34] combined the adaptive backstepping approach with field orientation for the 
IM drive. The field orientation transformation brings significant simplification to the 
IM model so that backstepping design technique can be applied more easily. The 
designed nonlinear controller successfully achieved rotor angular speed and rotor flux 
amplitude tracking objectives with uncertainties in the rotor resistance and load torque. 
H. Tan et.al [35] utilized the adaptive backstepping technique for position control o f 
IM system. They first derived a simplified linear small signal model for the IM  
system via the field orientation principle and developed an adaptive backstepping 
controller free o f singularity or overparameterization under uncertainties o f inertia, 
friction, and load torque which are the major concerns in the motion control 
applications. The simulation results showed the successful position tracking. Huang
11
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and Fu [36] proposed an adaptive backstepping controller for linear induction motor 
to achieve speed/position tracking. A  nonlinear transformation was proposed to 
facilitate controller design. They also considered the end effect o f the linear induction 
motor in their controller design. There have been attempts to combine the adaptive 
backstepping method with other control techniques. Shieh and Shyu [37] combined 
the nonlinear sliding-mode torque and flux control with adaptive backstepping 
approach. Based on the state-coordinates transformed model representing the torque 
and flux magnitude dynamics, the nonlinear sliding-mode control was designed to 
track a liner reference model. Then, the adaptive backstepping control approach was 
utilized to obtain the robustness for mismatched parameter uncertainties. In [38], the 
authors developed the adaptive sliding-mode backstepping motion controller for a 
mechanical system driven by an IM. They adopt the sliding mode torque control as 
the iimer loop controller and then designed the position controller to generate the 
toque command using the backstepping method.
1.5 Problem Identification and Thesis Objective
As discussed in the literature review, LMC computes losses by using the machine 
model and selects a flux level that minimizes the losses. Thus, the LMC offers 
advantages o f fast response and no torque ripple as compared to the search controller.
However, one o f the weaknesses o f  LMC is that the accuracy depends on the 
extent o f correct modeling o f  the motor drive and the losses. In the development o f 
the loss model, there is always a tradeoff between accuracy and complexity. To find 
the loss expression from the full loss model is a very complex job and an attempt to 
make it simple will sacrifice the accuracy. In the loss model used in the previous 
works [22-24], the leakage inductance is neglected in order to simplify the induction
12
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motor equivalent circuit. S.Lim et al [25] developed a simplified loss model without 
sacrificing the leakage inductance, but the developed expression for an optimum flux 
level has a different format from the one in [22]. As a result, it is impossible for that 
expression to be used for the generalized model in [24] for the different types o f 
motors such as IM ’s, PM SM ’s, RM ’s and DC motors.
Another weakness o f  the LMC is that its performance is dependent on the 
knowledge o f  m otor parameters. Lven if  the modeling o f losses is done sufficiently 
rigorously, LMC cannot find the optimum flux level when the accurate m otor 
parameters are unknown, and its performance deteriorates when parameters change. 
Online estimation o f  the parameters can be a solution for this issue, but it can make 
the overall loss minimization scheme far more complicated. In the loss model used in 
the previous works [22-25] all parameters are considered constant. Therefore, when 
the parameters, especially rotor resistance changes, the exact loss minimization cannot 
be achieved.
Other than the loss issue, in the previous works [32-34] adaptive backstepping 
based controllers were designed without considering the iron loss. It is well known 
that neglecting the iron loss in an induction motor model causes performance 
deterioration. In rotor-flux-oriented vector control, which is by far the most popular 
technique for vector control due to simplicity, rotor flux is often estimated because its 
measurement is almost impossible in practice. Ignoring iron loss in an induction 
motor model causes errors in the calculation o f rotor flux (or the equivalent value), 
slip and torque and these errors eventually result in performance deterioration [39-41]. 
To investigate and cope with this problem, there has been much research in the PI 
based vector control o f an IM [42-44]. However, little work has been done in the area 
o f nonlinear control o f an IM. This is mainly because the extra state variables in the
13
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motor model have to be introduced in order to explain the current flowing through an 
iron loss resistor, and this makes the derivation o f the nonlinear controller much more 
complicated.
This work is directed to develop and implement an adaptive backstepping based 
LMC for IM drive which can achieve both high performance and minimum motor 
loss.
The first objective is to develop a new loss model and LMA to determine an 
optimum flux level. The ideal loss model will be an accurate and simple one. In this 
work, an IM model in d-q coordinates is referenced to the rotor magnetizing current 
and then an iron loss resistance is added in parallel to the magnetizing inductance. 
This transformation leads to no leakage inductance to consider on the rotor side. This 
decomposition feature into d-q components in the steady state motor model enables us 
to derive the equation to find an optimum flux level in the same fashion as the one in 
[22], which is widely used for the development o f the LMA. However, in this work 
leakage inductance is not neglected. Furthermore, since the equation for the optimum 
flux has the same format as in the previous work, by simply redefining the motor 
parameters referenced to the magnetizing current, it can be applied to the existing loss 
minimization schemes without any modification
The second objective o f this work is to develop an adaptive-backstepping-based 
nonlinear controller (ABNC) incorporating iron loss under the parameter uncertainties 
o f rotor resistance and load torque in order to achieve high dynamic performance and 
to combine with a loss minimization scheme. The choice o f the ABNC as speed 
controller with proposed LMC gives the following advantages:
•  Firstly, the controller incorporating an iron loss can be systematically designed 
on exactly the same motor model as the loss expression is developed. In this
14
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model, no extra state variables are added while iron loss is considered. 
Therefore, an ABNC incorporating iron loss can be designed without much 
more complexity as compared to the one with neglected iron loss.
•  Secondly, by utilizing the important feature o f  the adaptive backstepping design 
method that a parameter update law can be obtained simultaneously with a 
control law, the online estimation o f  parameters for LMC can be achieved 
without extra effort.
The last objective o f  this work is the simulation and real time implementation o f 
closed loop vector control o f the proposed IM drive system. The simulation study is 
performed using Simulink/Matlab [45]. The real-time implementation is carried out 
using a DSP controller board, DS-1I04 for an available laboratory 1/3 hp motor [46]. 
The dynamic performance o f the proposed nonlinear controller and parameter 
adaptation features are examined and the effectiveness o f the LMA is also 
demonstrated through a wide range o f  speed region including the field weakening 
region.
1.6 Thesis Organization
The organization o f  the remaining chapters o f this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 
explains the basic concept o f field oriented control (FOC) and necessary coordinate 
transformations for it. The derivation o f the mathematical IM model incorporating 
iron loss is explained as well. Flere it is shown that the FOC technique and referencing 
the IM model to rotor magnetizing current greatly simplify the mathematical model o f 
IM. Chapter 3 explains losses which are involved in IM drive and the practical 
methods o f loss reduction in IM drive and the new LMC is derived based on the 
motor model from chapter 2. Chapter 4 explains the adaptive backstepping technique
15
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and shows step-by-step procedures for ABNC and parameter adaptation design in 
detail. Stability analysis is also presented. Chapter 5 describes the complete drive 
system combining the new LMC and ABNC. Lxtensive simulation results regarding 
both controller dynamics and loss minimization aspects o f  the total drive system are 
presented. Chapter 6  describes the real-time implementation o f the proposed drive 
system o f  IM. The complete drive is implemented in real-time using a DS1104 DSP 
board on a laboratory 1/3 hp induction motor. The detailed real-time implementation 
procedures for both hardware and software are provided in this chapter. Various 
experimental results o f the proposed scheme and discussion are presented. Finally, 
chapter 7 presents a summary o f the contributions o f  this work, future scope o f this 
work, and the conclusions. After that all pertinent references and appendices are listed.
16
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Model of IM
This chapter explains the concept o f the field oriented control o f IM and the 
necessary coordinate transformations to apply it to an IM drive. The mathematical 
model o f  IM  incorporating the iron loss is also derived in the d-q rotating reference 
frame using the coordinate transformations explained.
2.1 Field Oriented Control (FOC)
In a separately excited DC machine, the field current and the armature current 
flow in separate winding. Therefore, they can be controlled independently. Usually, 
particularly under high-load conditions, the flux is kept constant at the rated level 
within the speed range o f zero to the rated value.
The objective o f field oriented control (FOC), also called vector control, is to 
control an AC induction motor like a separately excited DC motor, thus obtaining the 
following DC machine advantages: instantaneous control o f the separate quantities 
allowing accurate transient and steady state management. In rotor-flux-oriented 
control, in order to separate the stator currents o f the induction machine into flux-and 
torque-producing components, the reference frame speed cOg is chosen to be the 
instantaneous speed o f  the rotor flux space vector and locking its phase such that the
17
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rotor flux space vector is aligned with the J-ax is  (equivalent to the flux or 
magnetizing axis). This means the q-axis component o f the rotor flux is always zero 
and the d-axis component o f the rotor flux is a constant value. Then, the torque 
expression in the d-q reference becomes:
Tgi oc
Because the amplitude o f the rotor flux, is fixed value we have a linear 
relationship between torque and torque component, z . Thus, the torque can be 
controlled by controlling the toque component o f  the stator current vector.
2.2 Coordinate Transformations
The IM model used for FOC design can be obtained by using the space vector 
theory [8] The 3-phase motor quantities (such as voltage, currents, magnetic flux, 
etc.) are expressed in terms o f complex space vectors. With regard to the current, 
assuming that z^, z^, and are the instantaneous balanced 3-phase stator currents,
+ 4  + = 0
The stator current space vector can then be defined as follows:
where a  is the spatial operators e^^^^^and k  is the transformation constant, which is 
chosen as kr=2l3. Figure 2.1 shows the stator current space vector and its components. 
This current space vector depicts the three phase sinusoidal system. It still needs to be 
transformed into a two time invariant co-ordinate system. This transformation can be 
divided into two steps:
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Fig.2.1; Stator current space vector and its components in a  and /? axis at certain 
instant.
•  Clarke’s transformation: {abc) to { a P )  o f  a two co-ordinate time variant system
•  Park’s transformation: { a p  ) to {dq) o f  a two co-ordinate time invariant system
2.2.1 Clarke’s Transformation
Complex space vectors can be described using only two orthogonal axes called 
( a , P ) .  The utilization o f the two-axis theory reduces the number o f  equations and 
simplifies the control design. With regard to the stator current, the real part o f the 
space vector is equal to the instantaneous value o f the direct-axis stator current 
component, and whose imaginary part is equal to the quadrature-axis stator current
component, . Thus, the stator current space vector in the stationary reference
frame attached to the stator can be expressed as:
h  =  h a  +  J h /}
The abc phase quantities can be directly transformed into the stationary a p o  axis 
quantities using the following equation:
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where 6^ (0) is the angle o f a  -axis in respect to a-phase axis. The corresponding 




cos(6>,.(0)-^) sin(-0^ (0) + ̂ )  ^  
cos(^,.(0) + ̂ )  sin(-^^ (0) -  ̂ )  ^ Xo
(2 .2)
For a balanced 3-phase system, xg does not exit. I f  6*^(0) is set to 0 so that the a  -axis 
coincides with the a-phase as depicted in Fig.2.1, the equation for this transformation 
can be written as:
(2.3)
and inverse relation is





_ 2 2 _
(2.4)
The rotor position angle is defined as:
9^ = ^ c o p t)d t  + OpÇÎ) (2.5)
where is electrical rotor angle which is mechanical rotor speed times the 
number o f  pole pairs Zp. Then, the rotor flux angle is defined as
(2.6)
where 9^/ is the slip angle. The angular definitions are depicted in Fig.2.2
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Rotor axis
Stator axis
Fig.2.2: Rotor field angle definition
I a  = as a
Fig.2.3: Stator current space vector and its components in the d,q  rotating reference 
frame.
2.2.2 Park’s Transformation
In the new frame { a , (3), the expression o f the torque is still dependent on the 
position o f the rotor flux, preventing any easy solution o f the electrical differential 
equation. To remove this dependency, the electrical equations are projected in a 2- 
phase { d , q )  system that rotates at the speed o f  the electrical speed o f the rotor and 
where the d  axis is aligned with electrical position o f  the rotor flux. In this frame, the 
electrical expression o f  the torque becomes independent from ^g. Figure 2.3 shows the 
relative position o f the stationary and rotating d-q axes and how the stator current
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space vector can be decoupled in the rotating reference frame. The equations 
corresponding to this transformation are given by:
The inverse relation is:
cos sin 6*g 
- s in  0g co s0g
(2.7)
4 4 C O S 0 g - s i n 0 g
4 / 9  _ s i n 0 g C O S 0 g
(2.8)
2.3 Induction Motor Model
Using complex space vectors as defined in Chapter 2.2 the dynamics for the motor 
in a rotating reference frame is given by:
(2.9)
0  = 7(^4 + (2 -10)
where u^,R^ and are the stator voltage space vector, resistances o f  the stator and
rotor windings respectively, p  is the differential operator 0  / 0 r , ©g = d 9 g ld t\? , the
electrical angular speed o f the rotor flux and = d9^ I d t is the electrical rotor speed.
The flux linkages space vector for the stator and rotor are defined by:
Ws ~ ~  ̂ Ish ^n3m (2 -11 )
Wr ~ ~  ̂ Ir^r (2 .12 )
where ~ ^Is +
Incorporating (2.11) and (2.12) into (2.9) and (2.10) yields
~ 4^5 ^  ^  ^mP^r ^  (2.13)
0 = +y(©g + ; ( 0 g (2-14)
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R ,
7^m(P + y(^e) 3
Fig.2.4: Dynamic equivalent circuit o f  induction motor
The equivalent circuit o f  an IM is shown in Fig.2.4.
2.3.1 IM Model referenced to Rotor Magnetizing Current
An equivalent circuit for IM can be expressed in a num ber o f  ways by the 




The motor dynamics in (2.9)-(2.12) are the specific case o f  p  = \  (that is, + zj. ).
With the choice o f  p  = L ^ l  the rotor current can be rewritten as:
L,
(2.16)
Substituting (2.16) into (2.13) and (2.14), and the straight forward calculations result 
in the following space vector m otor model referenced to the rotor magnetizing current 
in a rotating reference frame.
4  ~ ^  ^ sP h  ^  j ^ e ^ s h  ^mP^m (2.17)
0 =  4  (4 ~  4  )  “  L'mP^m ~  J i ^ e  ~  (2-18)
where the parameter T j, L'^ and are defined as:










and the flux linkages for the stator and rotor can also be redefined as:
(2 .22)
4  = 4 4  + 4 4  (2.23)
The notation for this transformation is illustrated in Fig.2.5 and the space vector
equivalent circuit is shown in Fig.2.6. W ith the projection o f space vectors into d-q
axes ( + ju^q , 4  ~ 4 rf + JKq 4  ”■ 4 rf + j^mq ) 4 g 0  , 4 cf ~ 4 r
=constant for the rotor flux oriented control scheme, (2.17) and (2.18) can be
expressed as:
^sd ~  ^ sh d  ^sP hd  ~ ^e^shq  ^  ̂ mP^mr (2.24)
^sq ~  4 4 g + ^sP hq  + ^e^sh d  + ^e^m^mr (2.25)
 ̂ 4^ (2.26)47Î/' J f
(2.27)
4 ;  ^mr
The electro-mechanical dynamic equation is given by:
7 ^  = 7 ; - 7 } ( 2 . 2 8 )
dt
where J  is the moment o f inertia, 7} is the load torque and is the friction damping 
coefficient and assumed to be zero in this work.
The developed torque, 7  ̂ is expressed by:
(2.29)
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cri,





Fig.2.6: Space vector equivalent circuit in a rotor flux oriented reference frame
Rs
A A A r
+
K
A A /v -
I K
Fig.2.7: Space vector equivalent circuit o f an induction motor including an iron loss 
resistor.
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2.3.2 Incorporation of Iron Loss
In the IM  model described in (2.24) to (2.29), the iron loss is not taken into 
account. It is well known from the literature that the neglect o f the iron loss in the 
design o f a vector controller causes detuning problem and results in performance 
deterioration [39-41].
The iron loss is modeled by adding the iron loss resistance in parallel to the
magnetizing inductance as shown in Fig.2.7. With the addition o f  R ^  to the IM  model,
the stator voltage equation (2.17) is unchanged compared to the model without the 
iron loss resistance. However, there is extra current flowing through the iron loss 
resistance and this extra current has to be considered in the motor equation. From 
Fig.2.7, the current through the iron loss resistance can be expressed as:
i f  = - ^ ( p  + y )(,;,. (2.30)
K f
Then, the following equations are obtained using the space vector:
^ 1)
L' L'
h  = 'm + V """'r = J i^ e  (2.32)K f  K,.
Using 4-  ̂ 4- y = z^  ̂ 4- y ẑ  ̂and ẑ  ̂ = 0 ,  z^  ̂=  cozKfazzf
for the rotor flux orientation control scheme, we obtain from (2.31) and (2.32) that
^sd Rshd~^RsPhd ^e^sh q  ^  ̂ mP^md (2.33)
R-shq + R'sPhq + + ^ e ^ ’m Ld  (2-34)
hd -  hnd + + ^ ) P h n d  (2.35)
K f
I '  I '
hq -  ^  ̂ md + (®e “  ^  hnd (2.36)
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Defining as parallel sum o f i?' and R f  (that is, = A  II L r -  ^md ’
(2.35) the magnetizing current can be expressed by
1 1
r, r, -----p — 4 ^ (2  37)
l + ( ^  + _J?L)p \ +
From (2.36), slip speed can be derived as
hnr hnr
From (2.38), the developed torque can be written
3
where L  = —Z„L'„ 
2
IgnoringPy , which m eansPy = co, in (2.37), (2.38) and (2.39) will cause errors in
the calculation o f  the load magnetizing current, slip and torque. Incorporating (2.35) 
and (2.36) into (2.33) and (2.34) respectively, we have a final set o f  motor dynamic 
expressions including a mechanical equation.
Phd ^sd + hd + ̂ 7" + J 7  ^sd (2.40)
P hq  hq -  A  A  -  J 7  hq ~  (1 “  ^mr + J T  ^sq (2-41 )
P^mr = -JT  ( A  -  hnr ) (2.42)
L ' T
pCOm =  P im rh q  “  ^  K  ~ ~ J  (2 43 )
3 L'
where J is the rotor inertia constant and u ~  — Z„ —̂
2  ^ J
Note that R^ in equations (2.24)-(2.29) have been replaced with and no extra 
state variables are added while the iron loss is incorporated in the equations. This set
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o f equations will be used in the rest o f this thesis. From observing the structural 
property o f equations (2.40) to (2.43) we can find out that there are two second-order 
subsystems in the induction motor model. The first subsystem is (2.41) and (2.43), 
and the second subsystem is (2.40) and (2.42). The first subsystem consists o f two 
state variables o f a>̂  and z , and is controlled by while the second subsystem
consists o f  ẑ y. and , and is controlled by . This division into d  and q 
components in motor equation coincides with the principle o f FOC as explained 
earlier. Although there exists the coupling among the state variables in (2.43), the 
backstepping technique can still be applied in the design o f  a controller incorporating 
the iron loss.
2.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, the principle o f the field oriented control (FOC) o f IM is explained. 
The coordinate transformation from abc to dq in order to implement the FOC and the 
space vector representation o f IM are also explained in detail. Utilizing these concepts, 
the mathematical model o f  IM  incorporating the iron loss has been derived in the d-q 
rotating reference frame. The derived IM model has incorporated the iron loss while 
no extra state variables are added. This mathematical model will be used in the design 
and development o f LMA and ABNC in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3
Loss Minimization Control of IM Drives
In this chapter, we classify the types o f losses involved in IM  drives and review 
the different methods o f loss reduction with the focus on the control technique based 
method. A new loss minimization control strategy for an adjustable speed/torque IM  
drive is also presented.
3.1 Methods of Loss Reduction
Operation o f an IM  is very efficient at or near rated conditions. However, in cases 
o f applications which require adjustable torque and/or speed, especially operation at 
light load with rated flux, IM operates at very low efficiency. Considering the typical 
IM  drive configuration as shown in Fig.3.1 consisting o f a three-phase diode rectifier, 
IGBT inverter and squirrel-cage induction motor, IM drive losses can be divided into 
grid loss, converter loss, m otor loss and transmission loss [2]. The brief description o f 
these losses is as follows;
• Grid loss is caused by harmonic contents in input current.
• Converter loss mainly consists o f  switching and conduction losses from the 
inverter, rectifier loss, and harmonic motor loss which is caused by current ripples
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Fig.3.1; Typical IM drive configuration
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power station
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Improvement in design, material, and construction
Fig.3.2: Different types o f losses in IM drives and possible methods for loss 
reduction
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from the pulse width modulated (PW M) converter. Converter loss is also decided 
by the modulation strategy, but this matter is not discussed in this thesis.
• Transmission loss could come from the bad coupling o f  the load. Generally, belt 
type coupling has poorer performance than a direct shaft coupling.
• The motor loss constitutes stator and rotor copper losses, core loss, mechanical 
(friction and windage) losses, and stray load loss [47]. Core and copper losses 
dominate the overall motor loss (about 80%) compared to stray, friction and 
windage, and they depend on the magnetic and electric loading o f the machine 
and therefore controllable. The stray loss depends mainly on the construction o f 
the m otor and also on the harmonics in the supply voltage.
Among these losses, converter loss and especially motor loss are dependent on flux 
levels. In the current work, stray, friction, windage losses and converter losses are 
neglected.
The reduction o f loss can be achieved by different methods. Improvement in 
design, material, and fabrication o f  the m otor and converter achieve the loss reduction. 
For example, for high efficiency motor, the use o f more copper to reduce copper loss 
and the use o f low hysteresis laminated steel to reduce core loss reduce the m otor loss 
[48-49]. Improvement o f voltage and current waveforms o f the motor power supply 
reduces harmonic losses [50-51].
In this thesis, we consider a case where both high dynamic performance and 
optimum efficiency in a wide range o f load and speed are needed. Therefore, among 
the many methods for efficiency optimization, this thesis focuses on developing a 
better control technique to reduce motor loss which is the dominant loss in IM  drives. 
Figure 3.2 summarizes the different types o f  losses in IM drives and shows the 
possible methods for each loss reduction. Shaded blocks imply the focus in the thesis.
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3.2 Loss Minimization by Control Techniques
3.2.1 Search Controller (SC)
The basic principle o f the search controller is to measure the input power and then 
iteratively search for the flux level (or its equivalent variables) until the minimum 
input power is detected while keeping the output power o f  the motor constant. 
Because the motor output power cannot be measured in practice, the speed is kept 
constant and load torque is assumed to  be constant during the optimization period. I f  
power measurement is done at the input o f  the rectifier, converter losses are taken into 
account in search o f minimum input power. However, a voltage sensor and a current 
sensor are required and it would be an expensive solution. In order to reduce the cost 
o f  measurement, the DC-link power can be measured. In this case, only one extra 
current sensor is required while the inverter loss is considered. The most cost- 
effective and easiest way is to minimize the stator current which does not require 
extra measuring devices. Because SC offers optimum efficiency based on the exact
Advantages Disadvantages
LMC
•  Fast response
•  No torque pulsations
•  Simple to implement
•  Requires the knowledge o f 
motor and loss model
•  Dependency on the parameter
SC
•  No loss model necessary
•  No dependency on the 
parameters
•  Include the inverter losses 
(in some cases)
•  Slow Convergence
•  Torque pulsations
•  Extra sensors for power 
measurement (in some cases)
Tables. I: Comparison o f  Loss Minimization Control Strategies
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Fig.3.3; General schemes for SC and LMC
measurement o f  power input, it does not depend on the machine parameters. However, 
important drawbacks o f the search controller are the slow convergence and torque 
ripples [26-31].
3.2.2 Loss Model based Controller (LMC)
LMC computes losses by using the machine model and solve a flux level that 
minimizes the losses [16-25]. The optimum flux level is determined based on a loss
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model in various ways and the loss model chosen to implement is often determined by 
how the motor control is realized. In a vector control scheme, loss models are 
described in d-q coordinates. LMC is fast and does not produce torque ripple. 
However, the accuracy depends on the correct modeling o f  the motor drive and the 
losses, and its performance deteriorates when the parameter changes. The advantages 
and disadvantages o f SC and LMC are summarized in Table 3.1. Schemes o f SC and 
LMC are shown in Fig.3.3.
3.3 Proposed Loss Minimization Strategy
3.3.1 Loss Calculation
In the steady state o f the motor model in Fig.2.7, there is no leakage inductance on 
the rotor side and the sum o f the recalculated rotor current and the iron current iy
is perpendicular to the magnetizing current . Because o f this, the circuit illustrates 
decomposition o f  the stator current into the rotor flux-oriented components: 
hd -  ’mr which forms the flux i//^, and i = i f  + L which is related to the control o f 
torque developed by the motor. Note that iy does not contribute to the developed 
torque and only controls the developed torque. From the motor model (2.40)-(2.43), 
the steady-state IM  equivalent circuit in the d and q axis are shown in Fig.3.4.
In the development o f the loss model, a typical method for model simplicity used 
in previous research [22-24] is to ignore the leakage inductance. The decomposition 
feature o f the proposed m otor model makes the derivation o f the loss model more 
straightforward without any assumption for model simplicity. From Fig.3.4, the total
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(a) d-axis equivalent circuit
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(b) q-axis equivalent circuit
Fig.3.4: Steady state IM equivalent circuit
^r^m ^m r
losses are given by:
P  . — P  p  _i_ p  
■' total eus ^  iron ^  cur
, -2




where is stator copper losses, is iron losses and is rotor copper losses. 
Since only the stator voltage and the current are real state variables, we need to 
express the total losses in terms o f  and z . From Fig.3.4, the rotor current can be
expressed as:
Then,
K  y LL
R■f R',
R
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Fig.3.5: Flot o f  and against electrical speed
Substituting from (3.46) into (3.44) yields:
p _ p I p  I p
total eus iron ■* cur
+  -
R,
^  ~ '^ ^ fK i^ r h q h d ) (3.47)
-j 'T JX̂. f  r
2 
q-sq
where i?^(®,.) = R,
In (3.47), (zŷ  ) and 7?̂  are the d-q axes equivalent resistors representing the total 
loss. The total loss is a function o f electrical rotor speed because R^(co^) is dependent 
on . In low speed operation, core loss (hysteries and eddy current loss) is relatively 
low compared to copper losses. However, as the speed increases, the contribution o f 
the eddy current loss increases and finally becomes a dominant portion o f the total 
loss. Fig. 3.5 shows R ^((o^)and R^ values against electrical speed and explains this
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fact. In Chapter 2, rotor flux is defined as: in steady state y/[ ^  L'^i^d ■
Hence iron loss is caused by the d-axis stator current. in Fig.3.5 is
proportional to the square o f cô  . It motivates us to reduce the d-axis current (or
equivalent values) for the loss minimization. However, too much decrease in will
lead to extremely large for a desired torque production, resulting in a large copper
loss. Therefore, a compromise between iron loss and copper loss has to be made for 
optimal operation.
3.3.2 Loss Minimization Algorithm
The developed electrical torque can be expressed in different ways. From Fig.3.4 
and (3.46), we can express the torque as:
2 ^p^mhiir^r
(3.48)
In Chapter 2, the slip and torque were expressed as follows:
■̂ m mr mr
î ;  = | z ,A ',A ,C  (3-50)
I f  the second expression from (3.49) is plugged into (3.50), the torque expression 
becomes the exactly same as (3.48).
Since r ’̂  »  r '̂  and + i?; »  , the torque can be approximated as:
^  (3 5 1 )
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where = -ZpL,',
2
Then, in the steady state
= (3.52)
The differentiation o f total loss expression (3.47) w ith respect to for a constant 
torque gives;
^  (3,53)
Plugging (3.51) and (3.52) into (3.53) leads to the following relation between and
hd ■
/7P i-
JotqL = 2 R ^ (&»,.)/j^ -  27?g —  = 0 (3.54)
“ hrf ŝd
That is
This result implies that the m otor losses reach a minimum when the d and q axes 
losses are equal. Thus, an optimum level o f  magnetizing current, for minimum
loss is given by:
hmr _opt
R .
“̂sq ^  '̂̂ ‘sq
where K  = , 1----- -—  = is Loss Factor (LF).
In a rotor flux oriented FOC of IM drives, torque control loop determines the 
reference value o f  and in steady state. Therefore, if  every IM parameter
is assumed to be constant at a particular speed, a single value o f  K is used to obtain 
^mrjef the instantaneous value o f  Q  from (3.56). I f  i^r,ref exceeds the rated
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Fig.3.6: Loss Factor values o f  the traditional LM A and the proposed LMA against the 
electrical rotor speed.
value, the rated is used as reference to avoid magnetic saturation. When is
equal to the rated value, there is no difference in the control algorithm as compared to 
the conventional FOC. Fig.3.6 shows LF o f the traditional LMC utilized in [22] and 
the proposed LMC against the electrical rotor speed using the motor parameters 
specified in Appendix A. It is observed that the proposed scheme shows a smaller loss 
factor than the traditional one in all the speed ranges. Thus, it indicates that the 
proposed LMC yields less m otor loss as compared to the conventional one.
From the perspective o f torque control, it is not desirable to change the flux level 
frequently and in some applications, torque or speed control objective is more 
important than the loss minimization. Therefore, should be determined from a
long-term viewpoint. For this purpose, the moving average filter is used for the 
experiment, so that instead o f  generating immediately, the magnetizing current
command is chosen as the mean value o f  commands in a certain time window. The 
formula for a moving average filter is given by:
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^imr_opt(k) AT ^  hm r_op t(k-i)
/=0
where N  denotes the number o f data in the time window.
For the simulation study, is fed through a filter with following transfer
function:
1024
5 ^ + 64^ + 1024
This filter offers a critically damped second-order response and reaches 99% o f  the 
reference value in about 0 .2  sec.
3.4 Concluding Remarks
The losses involved in IM  drives are classified and the causes o f losses and the 
corresponding possible methods o f loss reduction are explained in this chapter. W ith a 
focus on developing a better control technique to reduce motor loss, the basic 
principles o f two different control techniques, SC and LMC, are explained and their 
advantages and disadvantage are compared. In order to overcome the disadvantages 
o f  LMC, a new LM A is proposed based on the motor model derived in Chapter 2. The 
step-by-step design procedures for control and parameter update laws are presented in 
the following chapter, which can be combined with the developed LMA to further 
overcome LM C’s dependency on the parameters.
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Chapter 4
Control System Design
This chapter explains the basic principle o f  the adaptive backstepping technique. 
Step-by-step design procedures to derive control and parameter update laws for IM  
drive are presented in detail. Stability analysis for the proposed controller is also 
provided.
4.1 Adaptive Backstepping Technique
Adaptive Backstepping is a systematic and recursive design methodology for 
nonlinear feedback control which makes use o f  the Lyapunov stability theory [52,53]. 
The key idea o f  adaptive backstepping is to systematically decompose a complex 
nonlinear control problem into simpler and smaller ones and to select recursively 
appropriate functions o f state variables as so-called “virtual-control”. Each 
backstepping stage results in a new virtual-control to deal with a decomposed 
subsystem problem and this virtual-control becomes a reference to the next design 
step for another subsystem. At the final stage, true control input for the original 
control objectives can be formed by summing up the Lyapunov functions associated 
with each individual design stage. W hile feedback linearization methods require
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precise models and often cancel some useful nonlinearities, the adaptive backstepping 
design offers a choice o f design tools for accommodation o f uncertainties and 
nonlinearities and can avoid wasteful cancellations.
Another important feature o f  the backstepping design method is that it can be 
easily combined with adaptive control techniques. Parameter update laws can be 
obtained simultaneously with design steps o f control laws. Hence, no extra effort to 
build other means for parameter adaptation is needed and the compensation o f  the 
parameter uncertainties in the system is quite straightforward.
Among the IM  parameters, the rotor resistance is hard to measure and can vary up 
to ± 50% mainly because o f  the changes in temperature and load profile during 
operation. Therefore, the rotor resistance in terms o f  LMC is more critical than any 
other motor parameters. The load torque is unknown in most applications and has a 
great influence in servo performance. Therefore, in this thesis we design an adaptive 
backstepping controller with param eter uncertainties o f  the rotor resistance and load 
torque. The actual parameter adaptation law is derived fori?^, which is the parallel 
sum of andi?^, and rotor resistance value is extracted from it.
4.2 Adaptive Backstepping based Nonlinear 
Controller (ABNC)
The control objective is to design an asymptotically stable controller for IM  to 
make both the amplitude o f  the magnetizing current and the mechanical rotor 
speed 0)^ follow the reference signals satisfactorily. It is assumed thati?,, the parallel 
sum o f rotor resistance and iron loss resistance and T, , load torque are unknown but 
constant parameters, which need to be estimated on line.
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Another issue that has to be mentioned before the start o f the controller design is 
the estimation o f the magnetizing current. In practice, measuring rotor flux is almost 
impossible or too expensive. Thus, in m ost control systems, the estimated values are 
used. This estimation can be obtained by many different methods such as applying 
observer [54], or Kalman filter technique [55]. In this thesis, the field amplitude
and field angle 0^ are estimated based on the current equation derived in Chapter 2,
which is defined for + 0 .
(4.2)
V
Note that iron loss resistance is incorporated in the estimation o f the magnetizing 
current. For the simplicity o f the presentation the estimation symbol ‘h a f  is omitted in 
the following sections. Thus, unless otherwise mentioned, all the magnetizing currents 
used in the equations are estimated values.
4.2.1 Speed and Flux Control Design Steps
Step  1: For the speed and the magnetizing current tracking objectives, the tracking 
errors are defined by:
H  ^mr "  ^mr,ref ( 4 - 3 )
(4-4)
Then, the speed and magnetizing current error dynamic are given by:
= y r  ~ hnr ) ”  ̂ mr,ref (4 5)
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L ’ T
3̂ = l^hnr hq “  ----f  “  ^^ref (4 6 )
f
To start the backstepping procedure, we choose and as “virtual control” to 
make ej and in above equations converge to zero, which means that our tracking 
objectives are met. Assuming 7} and are known at the beginning, we use the 
Lyapunov function given by:
^ = ^ ( ^ ' + ^ 1 ) (4.7)
The derivatives o f  V\ along with error dynamic (4.5) and (4.6) can be expressed as:
_ \  1 r 7:; .2 7} . 1 (4.8)
^mr j  ^ r e / ' 1
Lm  K j- J
I f  the stabilizing virtual functions are chosen as
L ' L ’
hd,ref ~  hnr ~  ^1 ~ ^1 ~ hnr,ref (4-9)
Kt Kj
(hnrhq)ref - — ( ^ ^ 3^3 + A û> eyr4 /- + ~ 7  + ^re f )  (4.10)
M K j - J
the derivative o f the Lyapunov function is given by:
(4.11)
W ith choices o f Fj > 0 , *3 > 0 , the function is a negative semi-definite. Therefore, the 
tracking requirements are met. Note that since 7) and are unknown parameters, the 
estimated values ( 7 ) , .^ )  are used in the virtual functions.
S te p  2: In this step, we try to make and become as desired in the previous 
step. Since ẑ  ̂ and z^z' are not final control inputs, other error variables are defined 
as below
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^2 hd hd,ref (4.12)
^4 ~ ^mrhq ~  i^mrhq \ e f  (4-13)
With the stabilizing virtual input chosen in the previous step, the newly-defined 
error variables 62  and can be expressed by:
L' L'
^2 ~ hd ~  hd,ref “  hd ~ hnr ' 1̂ y  hnr,ref (4-14)
^4 ^mrhq ^^mrhq\ef
_  . . 1 / 7  7:;̂  .2
-  ^mrhq (“ ^3^3 + y r  ̂ mr + "T + ^re f +
JAy U J
(4.15)
where parameter estimation errors are defined as:
(4.16)
R f = R t ~ R t  (4.17)
Then, error dynamic equations (4.5) and (4.6) can be combined with 62 and e^,  and 
rewritten as:
éi = -k^e^ +  - j - «2 - y f -(h d  “  hnr ) (4 18)
A?; A77
^3 = -^ 3^ 3+ /" ^ 4+ y  (4.19)
After tedious but straightforward calculation, dynamical equation for the error 
variables 62 and can be computed as:
^2 = A + y r “ it/ (4.20)
«4 = <̂  + y 7  hni-Û q (4.21)
L f i j
where
A w  “ ( ^ + Â “ ^lX V -hnr) ^-^hnrref -'f~^nv,ref (4.22)
A  s m A A
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h  -  ( 7 7 + y ;— -^ ) (W  -  'mr) (4 23)
A  A
f  . \ • / Tîj . . R[
- y r  hhd -  hnr )hq  + hnr (“  T 7  hq ~  ^ e h d  ~  77
/̂77
- ̂ r  77" “  y r ) L f  ) (-^3Mhnr'sq + Knr (4.24)Ay A Kj
T  f  L ' Z/ 7
+ ^3 -y  + ^3 6 ,.^ + ^  + ®re/ + 2 /Z®e ^  + /4&)g )
/  /
1 . .  . A. . 1 .  . a;, 1 .h  -  —7T (4d “  w  )l<7 + 77  4»r4g ■”  7 T y r 4 , -  (4 25)
A
ÿ) and ^  will be used in the design o f the final control law while and will be 
used in the design o f the parameter update law.
Since we see the actual control inputs and ŵ _ in the error dynamics, we can
design the final control. Without considering parameter estimation errors Â, .R,, a 
new Lyapunov function to design the final control is defined as;
V  = j ( e i  + e 2 + e ^ + e l )  (4.26)
The derivative o f V along the trajectory o f the system, i.e., (4.18)-(4.21), is
F  = e^éi + ^2^2 + 6363 + ̂ 464
= ei(-kiei+-^e2) + e2(^+~u^^) (4 27)
+ 63 (-^363  + ;zg4 ) + 64 ( ^  + — )
S
If  we choose the control laws as
^sd -  ^'s( (4.28)
Aï
-  ̂ 4^4 -  ) (4.29)
the derivative o f the Lyapunov function becomes
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V — —k^e^ — ^2^2 ~ Ai^3 ~ • (4.30)
For A, ^2 ,^ 3 , A  ^  0; the tracking requirements o f the magnetizing current and rotor 
speed are met.
"A" A 0 0 o ’ ~ihd 0
2̂ 0 h 0 0 «2 + h
0
3̂ 0 0 h 0 3̂ 0 1 / J
0 0 0 /4 _ ^4 A / jdJ
4.2.2 Parameter Adaptation
With the final control input (4.28) and (4.29), we achieve closed loop error 
dynamics in matrix form governed by;
é = A e  + W 3  (4.31)
That is
A
i9 is an unknown perturbation to the error dynamics and both e and W  can be 
computed from directly measured signal and estimated values. We consider a new  
Lyapunov function as
K = + (4.32)
where T is a positive-definite symmetric adaptive gain matrix and P  is the positive- 
definite symmetric matrix which solves the Lyapunov equation , Æ P  + PA = - Q  
given any positive-definite symmetric matrix Q . Time-differentiation on both sides o f  
(4.32) gives
r  =  -g ^ g e  + 2 ,9 ^ ( r - y  + fF ^ fe )  (4.33)
I f  we select the parameter update law
S = . - Y W ^ P e ( 4 .3 4 )
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Fig.4.1: Block diagram o f nonlinear controller and adaptation laws
then, derivative o f  the Lyapunov function is given by;
(4.35)
4.2.3 Stability Analysis
L < 0 from (4.35) implies that L(t) < F (0 ), therefore the tracking errors, cj, 6 2 , 
and 64 ,and the parameter errors, and 7} are bounded and confined to a closed 
ellipsoidal region in the error space. Integrating (4.35) gives
I
Thus,
F(r) = F(g(0), :9(0)) + F(T)(/r = F(g(0), :9(0)) -  | g ' gg^fr (4.36)
f  ĝ gĝ T = F(g(0), ̂ (0)) -  F(r) .
Considering F (t) < 0 and F (t) > 0 , we can derive the following result
flim g^Qgrfr < F(g(0),:9(0)) < CO .
(4.37)
( 4 .3 8 )
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Through Barbalat’s Lemma [58], it can be shown that e^, 62 , 63 and converge to 
zero as t -> CO . Hence, the rotor speed and field magnetizing current tracking 
objectives are achieved under parameter uncertainties o f  jR̂  and 7} . The block 
diagram o f  the nonlinear controller and adaptation laws is given in Fig.4.1
4.3 Concluding Remarks
The fundamental ideas o f adaptive backstepping are presented in this chapter. 
Based on the mathematical model in Chapter 2, an adaptive backstepping based 
nonlinear controller (ABNC) is proposed for the induction motor drive incorporating 
the iron loss as a robust speed controller. The detailed design procedures for control 
and parameter update laws are presented as well as stability analysis. Before going to 
implementation in real-time, it is a usual practice to predict the performance o f the 
drive in simulation. Therefore, the simulation o f a vector controlled IM drive 
incorporating ABNC is given in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5
Simulation of the Complete Adaptive 
Backstepping based Online Loss 
Minimization Control of an IM Drive
This chapter presents the development o f a proposed IM  drive system for the 
simulation study using MATLAB/Simulink software. After an explanation about the 
overall system with particular attention to the three-phase inverter and its operation by 
PW M control scheme, extensive simulation results on the proposed controller, LMA 
and complete IM drive system are presented.
5.1 Drive System
In order to verify the effectiveness o f the proposed loss minimization scheme and 
control strategy in Chapters 3 and 4, the computer simulation model has been 
developed using M atlab/Simulink software [45]. The proposed closed loop vector 
control scheme o f the IM is shown in Fig.5 .1 and corresponding Simulink schematic 
diagram is shown in Fig.5.2. The IM parameters used in the simulation and 
subsystems o f Simulink model are given in Appendix A and Appendix C, respectively.
The motor phase currents are fed into the Clarke and Park transformation block, 
namely abc/dq  block. This transformation gives the currents in the dq coordinates 
rotating reference frame. The magnetizing current reference is generated based on the
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Fig.5.1; Block diagram o f the proposed IM control system
currents transformed into dq  coordinates and the electrical rotor speed o f  the motor 
using equation (3.56). This magnetizing current reference and rotor speed reference 
are the inputs to the ABNC. The command voltages {u^^ref^'^sqref)-’ which is the
outputs o f the ABNC, are determined using the control law equations (4.28) and 
(4.29) as displayed in Fig.4.1. The command voltages are applied to the inverse Clark 
and Park transformation (dq/abc block) to reverse into abc  coordinate values. These 
are the input to the three-phase inverter and will generate the signals that drive the 
inverter by comparing with high frequency Pulse Width M odulation (PWM) carrier 
signals. The details about the operation o f  the three-phase inverter and PW M  
technique are explained in the following sub-sections. Note that both abc/dq  and 
dq/abc  transformation need the information o f the rotor flux position. This rotor flux 
position along with the rotor magnetizing current are estimated utilizing equations
(4.1) and (4.2) as explained in chapter 4. The parameters and 7) are estimated
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V
Fig.5.2: Simulink schematic o f  the complete ABNC based IM  drive system
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Fig.5.3: Three-phase inverter feeding a Y-connected IM
using equation (4.34) as shown in Fig.4.1 and update all and 7) values used in the 
blocks in drive system.
5.1.1 Three-Phase Inverter
A switch-mode dc-ac voltage-source inverter feeding an IM is shown in Fig.5.3. 
This inverter consists o f three legs, each having two transistor switches and two 
diodes. The motor terminals {a, b and c) are connected to the mid-point o f each 
inverter leg. The motor phase windings are Y-connected. ‘n ’ is the neutral point and 
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Application o f K irchhoff s voltage law to the inverter motor circuit in Fig.5.3 yields a 
relationship between the inverter leg voltages and motor phase voltages as
below:
^abcn ^abcg ^ngh (5.3)
where w is the voltage drop from the m otor neutral into the inverter ground g and
Zg is defined as:
(5.4)
For the instantaneous balanced 3-phase motor phase voltage,
"am + ^bn + "cm = ^
Combining (5.3) with (5.5) yields
^ng g (“ag ^bg ^cg )
(5.5)
(5.6)
Substituting from (5.6) into (5.3) results in
^abcn ^^abcg (5.7)
where C is the coupling matrix given by
c A
2 -1  -1
-1  2 -1
-1  -1  2
(5.8)
The equation (5.7) implies that it is possible to express the motor phase voltage
from the inverter leg voltage .
The basic operation o f the three-phase inverter can be explained by considering 
the single inverter leg. For example, turning on switch SI and turning o ff switch S4 
would establish Vdc across terminals ‘a ’ and ‘g’, therefore w =Vdc- On the other hand,
turning o ff SI and turning on S4 would apply zero voltage across ‘a ’ and ‘g ’,
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therefore w =0. Turning on both SI and S4 would short the voltage bus to ground,
thus a dead time must be included in switching logic by intentionally delaying the all 
off-on transitions o f the transistor switches. During the dead time, both SI and S4 are 
simultaneously turned o ff and the direction o f current will determine the actual 
voltage. I f  < 0 , then w =Vdc and diode D I will conduct. I f  > 0 ,  then «^^=0 and
diode D4 will conduct.
Since the on-and-off states o f the power switches in one inverter leg are always 
opposites without considering the dead time, each inverter leg can be in either o f  two 
states. Therefore, the three-phase inverter as a whole can be in any o f possible eight 
states. Table 5 .1 summarizes these eight inverter states and corresponding invert leg 
voltages and motor phase voltage using the relations in (5.7).
5.1.2 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
Among the various PW M schemes, well-known are sinusoidal PWM, hysteresis 
PWM, space vector modulation (SVM). The PWM strategies considered in this thesis 
are sinusoidal PWM and hysteresis PWM.
In sinusoidal PWM, three-phase reference voltages o f variable amplitude and 
frequency from the controller are compared in three separate comparators with a 
common triangular carrier wave o f  fixed amplitude and frequency. In the entire 
control system, the inverter reference signals are initially issued in the dq  co-ordinates 
from the controller and then transformed into the abc coordinates. Each comparator 
output forms the switching-state o f the corresponding inverter leg. The sinusoidal 
reference voltage establishes the desired fundamental frequency o f the inverter output, 
while the triangular carrier wave establishes the switching frequency o f the inverter. 
The switches o f the phase legs are controlled based on the following comparison:
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Phase state 
‘abc’ “ag “eg “an “èn “c«
000 0 0 0 0 0 0
001 0 0 Vdc -l/3Vdc -1/3 Vdc 2/3Vdc
010 0 Vdc 0 -1/3 Vdc 2/3 Vdc -1/3 Vdc
O il 0 Vdc Vdc -2/3 Vdc 1/3 Vdc 1/3 Vdc
100 Vdc 0 0 2/3 Vdc -1/3 Vdc -1/3 Vdc
101 Vdc 0 Vdc 1/3 Vdc -2/3 Vdc 1/3 Vdc
n o Vdc Vdc 0 1/3 Vdc 1/3 Vdc -2/3 Vdc
I I I Vdc Vdc Vdc 0 0 0
Table 5.1: possible cases o f inverter state and corresponding inverter leg voltages 
( Mgg, W(,g, “eg ) and motor phase voltage ( )
"a,re/ > '^mangle , SI is on, State 1 for phase a
^a,ref < ^triangle ’ S4 is on, State 0 for phase a
Ub,ref > ^triangle, S3 Is on, State 1 for phase b 
^b,ref < ^triangle ’ S6 Is on. State 0 for phase b
^c,ref > ^triangle ’ S5 is on, State 1 for phase c
^c,ref < ''̂ triangle ’ S2 is on, State 0 for phase c
Figure 5.4 (a) shows the sinusoidal PW M signal generation and corresponding 
inverter leg voltages (w ) and motor phase voltage when dead time = 0.
In hysteresis PWM, the switch logic is realized by three hysteresis controllers, one 
for each phase. Each controller determines the switching state o f  one inverter leg in 
such a way that the corresponding actual current is maintained within a hysteresis
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Fig.5.4: Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) when dead time = 0: (a) Sinusoidal PW M  
signal generation with inverter leg voltages ) and a motor phase voltage
and (b) hysteresis PW M signal generation with inverter leg voltage (w ).
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band Ai o f  reference current. To increase a phase current, the corresponding inverter 
leg voltage is equal to the Vdc until the upper band-range is reached. Then, the 
negative Vdc is applied until the phase current drops to the lower limit o f a hysteresis. 
Due to the elimination o f  an additional current controller, the m otor parameter 
dependence is very low. However, PWM frequency is not fixed and switching 
frequency increase at lower modulation. Fig.5.4 (b) shows hysteresis PW M  signal 
generation and an inverter leg voltage.
5.2 Simulation Results and Discussion
5.2.1 Performance of ABNC
An extensive simulation has been done in order to predict the performance o f  the 
proposed adaptive backstepping based nonlinear controller (ABNC) and LMA. First, 
the performance o f the proposed ABNC and drive system has been investigated. The 
controller gains, k^, k j ,  and are chosen as 800, 800, 400 and 400 respectively.
Figure 5.5 (a) shows the speed response for the reference speed o f  180 rad/s at no 
load condition. The actual speed converges to the reference speed in a very short time 
without any overshoot and nearly zero steady state error. Figs. 5.5 (h) and (c) show 
the developed torque and the output voltage from the PW M inverter, respectively. The 
actual motor phase current is shown in Fig. 5.5 (d).
Figures 5.6 (a) to (d) show the corresponding tracking errors e , , ^2 , 63 and
defined in backstepping design which all successfully converge to 0. Thus, it ensures 
the global stability o f  the drive system and it was the goal in designing the controller.
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In Fig. 5.7, the motor is commanded to track the velocity trajectory, 
®re/(0 = 50cos(2 ;rt), at no load condition. Figs. 5.7 (a) and (b) show the speed
response and developed torque, respectively and actual a, b and c-phase currents are 
shown in Fig. 5.7 (c). It is shown that the proposed controller successfully tracks the 
given sinusoidal speed reference.
Figures 5.8 (a)-(c) show the responses including speed, developed torque and 
actual phase current at full load (49 N.m) and speed command o f 180 rad/s. The 
speed follows the speed command without any overshoot or stead-state error and 
developed torque settles down at the value o f load torque. Although the only two 
cases, no load and full load condition, are shown in this thesis, more simulations are 
done at many different load conditions with satisfactory results. Therefore, the 
proposed ABNC based IM drive can follow the command speed at various loading 
conditions.
In high performance drive applications, it is essential to change the speed 
reference with situational demand. Figure 5.9 (a) shows the speed response for a step 
decrease in reference speed from 150 rad/s to 50 rad/s at no load condition. There is a 
small undershoot 6 rad/s), but actual speed converges with the reference with no 
steady state error. Figs. 5.9 (b)-(d) show the corresponding result o f  the developed 
torque, the phase current and steady state o f  a, b and c-phase currents.
Figures 5.10 (a)-(c) show the responses o f  speed, developed torque and a phase 
current for a step increase in reference speed from 180 rad/s to 300 rad/s at no load 
condition. Again, the speed follows the speed reference without overshoot and steady 
state error. Since the motor is commanded to run in the field weakening area, the 
magnetizing current reference is reduced beyond the rated speed by the field 
weakening rule. The function in M  code for this field weakening rule is shown in
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Appendix B3 and the magnetizing current command is shown in Fig. 5.10 (d). A s a 
result o f  this reduction in magnetizing current, the transient time from 180 to 300 
rad/s is longer than one from 0 to 180 rad/s.
Figures 5.11 (a) and (b) show the speed and developed torque with the step changes 
in reference speed from 150 to 50 rad/s and 180 to 360 rad/s, respectively at full load 
conditions. Similar results as in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 are obtained.
Another important feature that has to be tested is the robustness o f  the controller 
to the disturbances. The change o f  load is a typical external disturbance and also for a 
high performance drive, the load change is a very common situation. Figure 5.12 
shows the speed and developed torque responses with step changes in load. Fist, the 
motor started with half load (24.5 N.m) while the motor is running at a speed o f  180 
rad/s. Then, load is suddenly increased to full load (49 N.m) at t=0.5 s and again load 
is decreased to no load (0 N.m) at t= l s. As shown in Fig.5.12 (a) the drop and spike 
in speed due to the sudden load changes are very small, and the speed recovered to its 
command speed in a very short time, showing the insensitivity o f the controller to 
these step changes o f load.
Figure 5.13 shows the simulation results to test the effectiveness o f param eter 
adaptation. The motor is started with wrong parameter values o f  7] =1 Nm, and 
7?)=0.1 fi to the controller at a reference speed o f 180 rad/s while the true values are 
r, = 5 Nm and R', =0.3105 n  . At t=2 s, parameter adaptation is activated, and at t=5 s, 
a step load o f  35 Nm is applied suddenly. Figs. 5.13 (a) and (b) show the successful 
parameter adaptation results and Fig. 5.13 (c) shows the speed response. There is a 
steady state error in speed due to the wrong parameters before the param eter 
adaptation is activated as shown in Fig. 5.12 (c). However, once parameter adaptation 
is initiated at t=2 s, this steady state error becomes zero. At t=5 s, speed drop is
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observed due to sudden load increase, but speed is recovered to its reference value in 
a short time due to the effectiveness o f  the adaptation laws.
Figure 5.14 shows the simulation results o f  the developed torque and speed 
responses when the motor is accelerated and decelerated between 150 rad/s and 180 
rad/s by torque control at no load condition. When the motor is being accelerated and 
decelerated, the reference torques are 6 N.m and - 6  N.m, respectively. When the 
motor is being aceelerated, if  the speed becomes 180 rad/s, the torque reference is 
changed from 6 N.m to -6 N.m and vice versa. Fig. 5.14 (a) shows the responses o f 
the controller designed without the iron loss consideration. In this case, the actual 
torque is lower than the reference torque. As a result, the acceleration is slower than 
the deceleration. The iron loss in the m otoring area can be regarded as the extra power 
that has to be supplied to the machine by the inverter in order to achieve perfect 
torque control, so that the actual output torque is lower than the reference torque. In 
contrast, the extra power corresponding to iron loss is added to the converted 
mechanical power in the braking area, so that the absolute value o f  the actual torque is 
higher than reference torque. Fig. 5.14 (b) is the case o f  the proposed controller, in 
which iron loss is considered and shows the accurate torque regulation.
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Fig.5.5: Simulated responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at no load and speed o f 
180 rad/sec: (a) speed, (b) developed torque, (c) output voltage from PWM inverter, 
and (d) actual a-phase current.
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Fig.5.6: Simulated responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at no load and speed o f 
180 rad/sec: (a) magnetizing current tracking error ( "  'mr )» (b) d-axis
current tracking error (g%= hd ^ h d , re f ) ’ (c) speed tracking error (gg and
(d) torque related tacking error (g^ = -{im rhq)ref )•
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Fig,5.7: Simulated responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at no load and speed 
command = 50eos(2;rt) : (a) speed, (b) develop torque, and (c) actual a, b
and c-phase currents.
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Fig.5.8: Simulated responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at full load and speed 
o f 180 rad/sec: (a) speed, (b) developed torque, and (c) actual a-phase current.
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Fig.5.9: Simulated responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at no load and with 
step change in command speed: (a) speed, (b) developed torque, (c) actual a-phase 
current, and (d) actual a, b and c-phase current.
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Fig.5.10: Simulated responses o f  the proposed ABNC and drive at no load and with 
step change in command speed: (a) speed, (b) developed torque, (c) actual a-phase 
current, and (d) magnetizing current reference.
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Fig.5.11: Simulated responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at full load and with 
step change in command speed: (a) speed, (b) developed torque, (c) speed, and (d) 
developed torque.
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Fig. 5.12: Simulated responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at speed o f 180 
rad/sec with step changes in load torque (half load to full load, ftill load to no load): 
(a) speed, (b) developed torque, and (c) actual a-phase current.
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Fig.5.13: Simulated responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at speed o f 180 
rad/sec with step change in load torque (5 N.m to 35 N.m): (a) estimated i?;, (b) 
estimated 7), and (c) speed.
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Fig.5.14: Simulated responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at torque command o f 
6 N.m and -6 N.m; (a) case without consideration o f  iron loss (b) case w ith 
consideration o f iron loss.
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5.2.1 Performance of LMA
The performance o f the proposed LM A along with ABNC is examined. Figure
5.15 shows the responses o f the speed, magnetizing current command, d and q axis 
currents, torque and stator currents before and after loss m inimization is initiated. The 
simulation started with the load torque o f 5 N .m  and the reference speed o f  180 rad/s. 
The loss minimization scheme is activated at t=3 s. W hen the loss minimization is 
activated, LMA calculates the optimum magnetizing current level online based on the 
speed and motor parameters, so that the magnetizing current reference is changed as 
shown in Fig. 5.15 (a). This leads to the rearrangements o f and ; in order to
maintain the same torque, which are shown in Figs. 5.15 (b) and (c), respectively. As 
a result o f  this rearrangements o f and ( , total loss is significantly reduced as
shown in Fig. 5.15 (d) while maintaining the same torque and speed. The developed 
torque and speed response are shown in Figs. 5.15 (e) and (f), respectively. 
Furthermore, it is observed that the torque ripples are significantly reduced after LMA 
is on while maintaining the same torque o f  5 N.m. Even at the moment the LMA is 
activated, there is no significant drop in speed because o f  the filter inserted after LMA 
block. This filter avoids any abrupt change in the motor magnetizing current reference 
thus, ensure the excellent dynamic performance. Figs. 5.15 (g) and (h) show the 
zoom-in view o f actual a- phase stator current and a, b, and c-phase currents. 
Significant decreases in stator currents are observed again.
Next, to exam the effectiveness o f the overall system, the m otor is started with 
wrong parameters, which causes the steady state speed error. The LMA is initiated at 
t=2 s, and the parameter adaptation is on at t=4 s. Figure 5.16 shows the effectiveness 
o f both LMA and adaptation algorithms. It is observed from Fig. 5.16 (b) that when
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LMA is on at t=2 s with the motor speed o f 180 rad/s, the total loss has decreased 
significantly, but a small steady state speed error still exits due to the incorrect 
parameter values to the controller, which is shown in Fig. 5.16 (a). W hen the 
parameter adaptation is activated at t=4 s, the total loss has decreased even further. 
Moreover, the actual speed is accurately following the reference speed. From the 
simulation results, it is clear that the parameter adaptation not only improves the 
dynamic performance o f  the controller but also contributes to further loss 
minimization o f  the IM. The corresponding estimated parameters are shown in Figs.
5.16 (c) and (d).
Simulation is done at various speed conditions including the field weakening 
region with load torque o f 5 N.m and simulation results are plotted and shown in Fig. 
5.17. For the field weakening operation region, field weakening rule specified in 
Appendix B3 is used. Figs. 5.17 (a), (b) and (c) show the comparison o f d, q axes 
current and total loss against motor speed, respectively in three different cases: 1) 
vector control with constant magnetizing current, 2) proposed LM A without 
parameter adaptation, and 3) proposed LMA with parameter adaptation. When the 
proposed LM A is used, a significant reduction in total loss is achieved as shown in 
Fig. 5.17 (c). It is also observed that when LMA is used with parameter adaptation the 
best results are achieved.
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Fig.5.15: Simulated responses o f  the proposed ABNC and drive at speed o f  180 
rad/sec and load o f 5 N.m: (a) magnetizing current, (b) d-axis current, (c) q-axis 
current, and (d) total loss before and after the LMA is on.
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Fig.5.15 (Cont’d.): (e) developed torque, (f) speed, (g) actual a-phase current, and (h) 
actual a, b and c-phase current before and after the LMA is on.
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Fig.5.16: Simulated responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at speed o f  180 
rad/sec and load torque o f 5 N.m: (a) speed, (b) total loss, (c) estimated 7?̂ , and (d) 
estimated 7) when the LMA is on at t=2s and parameter adaptation in on at t=4.
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Fig.5.17; Simulated responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at speed o f 180 
rad/sec and load torque o f  5 Nm: (a) d-axis current, (b) q-axis current, and (c) total 
loss for the following three cases:
(0): vector control with constant magnetizing current 
(A): proposed LMA without parameter adaptation 
(O); proposed LMA with parameter adaptation
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5.3 Concluding Remarks
A novel complete vector control scheme o f  an IM drive incorporating the 
proposed LMA and ABNC is presented in this chapter. The simulation results show 
encouraging performances o f the proposed drive both in terms o f dynamic 
performance and loss minimization. The simulation results validated the proposed 
ABNC and LMA are superior to the conventional ones. Furthermore, when they are 
combined together, even further loss reduction is achieved.
In order to confirm the effectiveness o f the proposed ABNC based on-line loss 
minimization control o f IM drive, the implementation o f the complete vector control 
scheme o f the drive is carried out in real-time as an integrated part o f this work. The 
detailed experimental implementation procedures are described in the following 
chapter.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Verification
This chapter presents the experimental implementation o f a proposed IM drive 
system in real time using DSP controller board DS 1104 on an available experimental 
1/3 hp IM for the sake o f  testing the proposed algorithms. The experimental setup and 
both hardware and software implementation are described. Extensive experimental 
results and discussion are also presented in order to verify the effectiveness o f the 
proposed scheme.
6.1 Description of the Experimental Setup
The experimental setup used for the real-time implementation o f the proposed 
ABNC based online loss minimization control o f IM is shown in Fig.6.1.
The test induction motor is labeled as ‘M ’. The test m otor is coupled to a DC 
machine and this DC machine’s winding is connected to several variable resistances. 
This DC machine and variable resistances work as a mechanical load to the m otor and 
labeled as ‘D ’ and ‘L ’ respectively. The rotor position o f the test motor is measured 
by an optical incremental encoder which is labeled as ‘E ’. The encoder is connected 
to the DC machine shaft using a flexible coupler. The actual motor currents are 
measured through Hall-effect current sensor and connected to the interface circuit. 
These sensors and interface circuit are labeled as ‘H ’ and ‘F , respectively. A base
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Fig.6.1; Experimental setup for the proposed IM  drive. The labeled components are 
referred to in Section 6.1.
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drive circuit is used to increase the power level o f the firing pulses so that these are 
sufficient to drive the inverter switches. The base drive circuit also provides isolation 
between the low power control and the high power supply circuits. In Fig. 6.1 the base 
drive circuit is labeled as ‘B ’. The power circuits consist o f  a 3-phase (6-pulse) 
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) inverter, variable AC power supply and a 
rectifier. The 3-phase inverter module is labeled as ‘T ’. This inverter has Active 
Security feature against short-circuit and under-voltage o f the power supply as well as 
built-in thermal protection which prohibits destructive heatsink temperatures. The DC 
bus voltage for the voltage source inverter (VSI) is obtained by rectifying the AC 
voltage. The variable AC power supply module is labeled as ‘P ’ and the rectifier is 
labeled as ‘R ’. The personal computer, in which the DSP board DS1104 is installed, is 
labeled as ‘PC ’. A  digital storage oscilloscope is used to capture the desired signals 
coming out through D/A port o f the DSP board. The oscilloscope is labeled as ‘O ’. 
All other DC power supplies are labeled as ‘S’.
6.2 DSP-Based Hardware Implementation
The DSP controller board DS 1104 [45-46] is used for the real time 
implementation o f the proposed IM drive system. The board is installed in an Intel PC 
with uninterrupted communication through dual port memory. The block diagram o f 
the DSP board is shown in Fig.6.3. The DS1104 board is mainly based on a PowerPC 
type PPC603e processor. This processor operates at the clock o f  250 MHz with 32 
KBytes cache. This board has a 32 MBytes o f SDRAM global memory and 8 M Bytes 
o f  flash memory. The DSP is supplemented by a set o f on-board peripherals used in 
digital control systems including analog to digital (A/D), digital to analog (D/A) 
converters and digital incremental encoder interfaces. This board is also equipped
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Fig.6.2: Hardware schematic for experimental implementation o f the IM  drive
with a Texas Instruments TM S320F240 16-bit micro controller DSP that acts as a 
slave processor and provides the necessary digital I/O ports and tim er function such as 
input capture, output capture and PW M  generation. In this work, the slave processor 
is used only for digital I/O configuration. The actual motor currents are measured by 
the Hall-effect sensors, which have current range o f 0 to + 200 A  and a frequency 
range o f  DC to 250 KHz. The output current signal o f these sensors is converted to a 
voltage by connecting a resistor between output o f the sensor and ground. Output 
voltage can be scaled by selecting various resistor values, and fed to the DSP board 
through the A/D converter. In the thesis, in order to reduce the effect o f  noise in 
measurement, the output voltages o f current sensors are boosted through interface 
circuits, which is a non-inverting amplifier with the chip LM 741CN as shown in 
Appendix B. As the motor neutral is not grounded, only two phase currents are 
measured and fed back to the DSP board and the other phase current is calculated
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Fig.6.3: Block diagram o f  the DS-1104 board
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from them. The rotor position angle is measured by an incremental encoder connected 
to the DC machine shaft and fed to the DSP board through the encoder interface. The 
encoder used in this work generates 1000 pulses per revolution, which means a 
resolution o f 0 .36°. These pulses are fed to the one o f two digital incremental encoder 
interfaee channels o f the board. A 24-bit position counter is used to count the encoder 
pulses and is read by a calling function in the software. The counter is reset once per 
revolution by the index pulse generated from the encoder.
The command voltages are generated from the ABNC and compared with the 
earrier wave. This generates the logic signals which act as firing pulses for the 
inverter switches. Thus, these six logie signals are the output o f  the DSP Board and 
are fed to the base drive circuit o f  the IGBT inverter power module. The main 
function o f the drive circuit is to generate six pulses having proper voltage level for 
the six IGBTs of the inverter. The outputs o f the digital I/O subsystem o f the DS 1104 
are six pulses with a magnitude o f  5 V. This voltage level is not sufficient for the gate 
drive o f IGBTs. Therefore, the voltage level is shifted from +5 V to +15V through the 
base drive eircuit with the ehip SN7407N as shown in Appendix B.
6.3 Software Development for real-time 
implementation
The dSPACE D Sl 104 board is a self contained system, not an embedded system. 
This means the board installed in the lab computer through a PCI slot is its own entity 
and none o f the processing for a system implemented on the board is done by the host 
PC. As a result, the board requires that software be created and downloaded to the 
board for the system to function.
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As a first step for the implement o f the proposed control algorithm, a real-time 
Simulink model for the complete drive system is developed and the dSPACE program 
code in ANSI ‘C ’ is generated from it by the real-time workshop (RTW). The real­
time Simulink model for the proposed control scheme is shown in detail in Appendix 
D. Then, ControlDesk software is used to download software to the DSP board, start 
and stop the function o f  the DS1104 as well as create a layout for interfacing with 
global variables in dSPACE programs. The sampling frequency used in this work is 
found to be 10 kHz. If  the sampling frequency that is higher than 10 kHz is chosen, 
the ‘overrun error’ occurs, which indicates too much computational burden to the 
processor.
The flow chart o f  the software is shown in Fig.6.4. After initializing all the 
required variables, the timer interrupt routine is set up to read the values o f the 
currents and rotor position angle every 100 .
The motor currents obtained through analog to digital converter (ADC) channel I 
and 2 are multiplied by the gain 7.1429 and 6.6667, respectively in order to obtain the 
actual current values in software. These constants depend on the Hall-effect sensors 
specifications and the resistors used in the interface circuit. After these digitalized 
currents in abc  coordinates are converted into rotating reference frame o f dq  
coordinates, the magnetizing current, is estimated.
The incremental encoder interface on the DS 1104 board consists o f a 24-bit 
up/down counter to count the shaft encoder pulses, which is 1000 per revolution in 
this work. The index pulse is generated by the encoder to reset the counter to zero 
each revolution, which means that the maximum rotor angle equals 2 %. Therefore, 
the rotor position angle can be calculated in radian by the equation o f  2 n /1 000. Once 
the rotor position angle is calculated, the rotor speed is computed from the measured
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Fig.6.4: Flow chart o f  the software for real time implementation of the adaptive 
backstepping based online loss minimization control o f IM.
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rotor position angels using numerical backward differentiation. Based on the 
calculated speed, the magnetizing current reference, for the minimum loss
operation o f IM is calculated according to the proposed LMA.
All the calculated and measured values as explained above such as d, q-axes
currents, rotor speed, and along with initial parameters stored in memory
compute the tracking errors , e j , and . Based on these tracking errors, 
parameter and 7} are estimated by the parameter update laws developed in Chapter 
4. These newly estimated parameters will be used in the routine o f  control loop until 
next parameter adaptation occurs.
The reference voltages are calculated according to the developed control 
algorithm in Chapter 5 using all the necessary variables obtained above and updated 
parameters. Lastly, the reference voltages are compared with the triangular carrier 
signal (1.2 kHz) to generate the six PW M  pulses for the inverter switches. All off-to-
on transitions o f the PW M pulses are delayed by the dead time o f  0.5x10“  ̂ second 
in order to prevent the shorting o f  the voltage bus to ground. These pulses are sent to 
the inverter base drive through a Digital I/O subsystem in the board.
6.4 Design of PI Controller for the Further 
Investigation of the Proposed LMA
In order to compare the proposed LM A with the conventional LMA used in [22], 
PI controllers are designed for speed and magnetizing current control. The inputs to 
the PI controllers are the speed and magnetizing current errors and the outputs are the 
q-axis command current ; and d-axis command current . These command
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Fig.6.5: Block diagram for PI based speed and the magnetizing current control.
currents are transformed into abc  coordinates and fed to the hysteresis controller, 
where the command currents are compared with the measured a, b, and c-phase stator 
currents to generates the PW M logic signals as explained in Chapter 5. The 
proportional gains and integral gains are chosen to be 0.06 and 0.25 for speed control 
and 0.35 and 0.65 for flux control respectively by trial and error in order to achieve 
reasonable settling time, overshoot and zero steady state error. B lock diagram for PI 
controller is shown in Fig.6.5.
6.5 Experimental Results and Discussion
6.5.1 Performance of ABNC
Experimental tests are carried out to verify the effectiveness o f  the proposed 
scheme at different operation conditions on 1/3 hp motor. This is smaller motor than 
the one in Simulation, but was the only IM available in the laboratory. The detailed
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IM parameters used in the experiment are given in Appendix A. The controller gains, 
î> ^2’ ^3 ^nd are chosen as 500, 1100, 200 and 300 respectively.
First, the performance o f the proposed ABNC has been investigated. Figure 6.6 
shows the speed and magnetizing current response for the reference speed o f 180 
rad/s at 34% of the rated load. The supplying voltage from Power Supply to the motor 
is increased to the rated voltage level as rapidly as possible to start the motor and this 
results in slower starting response as compared to the ideal simulation results. The 
actual speed converges to the reference speed in a short time with minimum overshoot 
and nearly zero steady state error. Fig.6.6 (b) shows the magnetizing current response 
which also converges to the reference value in a very short period with minimum 
oscillation.
Figures 6.7 (a) to (d) show the corresponding tracking e r r o r a n d  
defined in the backstepping design which all successfully converge to 0. Therefore, 
the control objectives o f the proposed ABNC are met. The experimental results in 
Fig.6.6 and Fig.6.7 show that the proposed ABNC based system is capable o f running 
the motor with almost no overshoot and zero steady-state error at a rated command 
speed.
The performance o f the drive is also investigated for a sudden change o f 
command speed. Figs.6.8 (a) and (b) show the speed response for a step increase in 
command speed (from 50 rad/s to 150 rad/s) and a step decrease in command speed 
(180 rad/s to 130 rad/s), respectively at about 34% o f  the rated load. In the case o f  a 
sudden increase in command speed as shown in Fig.6.8 (a), the speed follows the 
command speed smoothly with zero steady-state error and alm ost no overshoot. 
Fig.6.8 (b) shows the case o f a sudden decrease in the command speed. A  small
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undershoot and oscillation are observed, but the speed quickly settles to the command 
speed without steady state error.
In practical industrial applications, the sudden change o f load is a common 
phenomenon. The speed responses for a sudden increase in load are shown in Fig.6.9. 
In Fig.6.9 (a), the motor is running at a light load condition without the parameter 
adaptation and after some time suddenly about the 40% o f the rated load is applied to 
the motor. When the parameter adaptation is not used, the motor speed drops by about 
25 rad/sec and cannot recover to the command speed showing the significant steady 
state speed error. Since the parameter is fixed in the controller, the deviation o f actual 
load torque will produce an error in speed. Flowever, when the parameter adaptation is 
used, it is shown in Fig. 6.9 (b) that the speed error caused by the load torque 
disturbance is quickly recovered to the command speed. Fig. 6.9 (c) shows the 
estimation o f the load torque. It does not converge to the true value in this experiment, 
but effectively compensates the speed controller so that speed converges back to the 
command speed.
Figure 6.10 shows the estimation o f the rotor resistance when the motor is started 
with no parameter adaptation and the wrong parameter value o f , and after some
time a parameter adaptation is activated. This parameter convergence is tested w ith 
the different initial values, i.e. an initial value o f 5 Q for Fig.6.10 (a) and 2 for 
Fig.6.10 (b). In both cases, the successful parameter adaptation results are obtained.
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Fig.6.6: Experimental responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at 34 % o f the rated 
load and speed o f 180 rad/sec: (a) speed, (b) magnetizing current.
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Fig.6.7: Experimental responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at 34 % o f the rated 
load and speed o f 180 rad/sec; (a) magnetizing current tracking error (g, =/mr ^ Wre/)>
(b) d-axis current tracking error ( = isd ~ hd ref ) ’ W  speed tracking error
(f 3 = 0 ^ - 0 ,gr), and (d) torque related tracking error (g  ̂= ).
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Fig.6.8; Experimental speed responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at 34% o f the 
rated load with step changes in command speed: (a) 50 to 150 rad/sec and (b) 180 to 
130 rad/sec.
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Fig.6.9: Experimental responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at speed command 
o f 180 rad/sec with a step change in load torque (inertia load to about 40% o f the 
rated load): (a) speed response without parameter adaptation, (b) speed response with 
parameter adaptation, and (c) estimated load torque.
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Fig.6.10: Experimental responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at speed o f 180 
rad/sec and 16% of the rated load: (a) estimated with stating point at 5 Q and (b) 
estimated with starting point at 2 Q .
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6.5.1 Performance of LMA
Next, the effectiveness o f the proposed LMA is investigated. The motor is 
operated at 180 rad/sec with about 16% o f  the rated load torque for some time, then 
LM A is initiated. Fig.6.11 shows the changes o f  magnetizing current command, d and 
q axis current, actual a-phase current, total loss, developed torque and total loss before 
and after LMA is initiated. As expected, the magnetizing current command is reduced 
when the LMA is on, which is shown in Fig.6.11 (a). This leads to the rearrangement 
o f  d and q axis stator current as shown in Fig.6.11 (b) and (c), respectively. The total 
loss is calculated using equation (3.47) in Chapter 3 and measured in real time 
through the digital filters. Fig.6.11 (d) shows the significant total loss drop achieved 
by the proposed LMA. It is shown that the developed torque and speed remains same 
regardless o f activation o f LMA as shown in Fig.6.11 (e) and (f) while actual a-phase 
current and total loss are reduced, which is shown in Fig.6.11 (g). It is also observed 
that the proposed LMA contributes to the decrease o f torque ripple too.
In order to verify the effectiveness o f  the proposed LMA under various conditions, 
the measurement o f total loss is repeated at different speeds and load torques. Fig.6.12 
(a), (b) and (c) show the experimental result o f  total loss before and after the LMA is 
on at 16%, 22% and 34% o f  the rated load torque respectively. In all three cases, the 
m ost total loss reduction is observed at the rated speed. This is because in a 
conventional vector control, the magnetizing current is controlled at constant value up 
to the rated speed. It is also found that as the load torque increases the effect o f LMA 
in loss reduction is less. For instance, there is about 30 W of total loss reduction at 
180 rad/sec o f rotor speed and 16 % o f the rated load torque as shown in Fig.6.12 (a) 
while about 23 W o f total loss is observed at the same speed and 34% o f  the rated
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load torque as shown in Fig.6.12 (c). From Fig.6.10 and 6.11, the effectiveness o f the 
proposed LM A is proven at various speed and load torque conditions and it is also 
concluded that the most total loss reduction can be achieved at the rated speed with 
light load conditions.
Fig.6.13 investigates the effect o f parameter adaptation on LMA. The motor is 
started with LM A on, but wrong parameter value o f Rj . After some time, the 
parameter adaptation is activated. Y1 and Y2 in Fig. 6.13 (a) show the calculated total 
loss and estimated , respectively at 180 rad/s with 16% o f the rated load. As the 
estimation ofi?, converges to the true value, slight reduction in calculated total loss is 
observed. Fig.6.13 (a) also shows loss reduction in total loss, where the motor is 
operating at 150 rad/sec. Fig.6.13 (c) is the plotted simulation results at different 
speed levels for three cases: 1) vector control with constant magnetizing current (A ), 
2) proposed LM A without parameter adaptation ( x ), and 3) proposed LMA with 
parameter adaptation (O ) . It is shown that when parameter adaptation is used with 
LMA the minimum total losses are achieved in all speed conditions.
Lastly, Figure 3.6 in Chapter 3 showed that the proposed LMA has a smaller Loss 
Factor (LF) than the traditional one used in [22] in all speed ranges. In order to verify 
that this smaller LF results in more loss reduction over the conventional LMA in real 
time and test the effectiveness o f the proposed LMA as stand alone, it is combined 
with PI based controller as shown in Fig.6.5 and its performance is investigated. The 
experiments o f the traditional LMA and the proposed one are done in exactly same 
conditions except for the loss minimization block, which generates the magnetizing 
current level for the minimum loss operation o f an IM. To exclude the effects o f  
temperature change on motor, motor was operated for a set period o f  time, the loss 
was measured, and then completely cooled down before the next run. Figure 6.14 (a)
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shows the experimental results o f total loss with/without the proposed LMA in the PI 
based drive. The significant total loss reduction is attained when the proposed LM A 
is used. Fig.6.14 (b) shows the experimental results o f extra loss reductions in 
percentage over the conventional scheme at different speeds. Total losses are 
measured three times at each operation o f speed and the average is calculated. The 
total loss difference between the conventional LMA and the proposed LMA is not 
significant. However, the proposed LM A exceeds the expectation o f  the conventional 
LMA in all speed ranges while there was no difference in the dynamic performance 
o f  the controller.
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Fig.6.11: Experimental responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at speed o f 180 
rad/sec and 16% of the rated load: (a) magnetizing current, (b) d-axis current, (c) q- 
axis current, and (d) total loss before and after the proposed LMA is on.
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Fig.6.11 (Cont’d): (e) developed torque, (f) speed and (g) actual a-phase current 
before and after the proposed LMA is on.
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Fig.6.12; Experimental total loss results o f the proposed LM A and drive: (a) 16% o f 
the rated load, (b) 22% of the rated load and (c) 34% o f the rated load with ( O ) and 
without the proposed LMA (A ).
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Fig.6.13: Experimental responses o f the proposed ABNC and drive at 16% o f the 
rated load torque: (a) total loss and estimated R ,a t 180 rad/sec, (b) total loss and 
estimated at 150 rad/sec before and after parameter adaptation is on and (c) total
losses for the following three cases:
(A): vector control with constant magnetizing current 
(x ): proposed LMA without parameter adaptation 
(O ): proposed LMA with parameter adaptation
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Fig.6.14: Experimental results o f the proposed LM A with PI based drive: (a) total loss 
with/without the proposed LM A (b) extra loss reduction compared to the conventional 
LMA.
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6.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, the detailed DSP based real-time implementation procedures for 
the proposed IM  drive is presented. The complete drive is implemented using a digital 
signal processor board DS 1104 in a prototype laboratory 1/3 hp induction motor. The 
implementation involves both hardware and software.
The dynamic performance o f the proposed drive and parameter adaptations are 
investigated at different dynamic operating conditions such as a sudden change o f 
command speed and load disturbance. The experimental results show the robustness 
o f the proposed drive. The effectiveness o f  the proposed LMA is demonstrated at 
different speed and load conditions. When the proposed LMA is combined with 
ABNC, the best experimental results for loss reduction is obtained, which validates 
the simulation results. The proposed LMA is also tested with the PI controller based 
IM drive and it is found that the proposed LMA is superior to the traditional LMA in 
terms o f  loss reduction.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
As addressed at the opening chapter o f this thesis, the loss minimization control o f 
IMs can significantly contribute to overall energy saving considering the fact, that 
IMs consume more than half o f the electric energy generated. At the same time, the 
excellent dynamic performance o f  a controller has to be achieved in order to be used 
in high performance variable speed drive applications. In compliance with these 
requirements, a new online loss minimization control strategy for IM has been 
proposed in this thesis. In order to achieve high dynamic performance and further 
reduction o f  loss, adaptive backstepping based nonlinear controller (ABNC) has also 
been proposed. The design, analysis, simulation, real-time implementation and 
extensive experimental test results have been presented
In Chapter 1, the literature review o f various loss minimization algorithms (LMA) 
and IM control techniques identified the drawbacks o f currently available LMAs i.e. a 
long search time, torque pulsations, demand for the precise knowledge of a loss model, 
and parameter dependency. A new loss-model based controller (LMC) combined with 
ABNC has been proposed in order to overcome the limitations and drawbacks o f the 
existing loss minimization controllers. In Chapter 2, the mathematical IM model 
incorporating the iron loss has been derived. First the IM  model was converted from 
the conventional abc to the synchronously rotating dq  frame by Clarke’s and Park’s
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transformations for the field oriented control (FOC). Then, the motor model was 
referenced to the rotor magnetizing current, and the resistance that represents the iron 
loss was added in parallel to the magnetizing current. In Chapter 3, losses that are 
involved in IM drives were classified and possible methods o f loss reduction were 
explained. A  new LMC has been developed based on the steady state motor model in 
Chapter 2. In Chapter 4, a new ABNC has been developed for the control o f  the speed 
and magnetizing current based on the motor model derived in Chapter 2. Step-by-step 
procedures for the control and parameter adaptation design have been provided. 
Stability analysis has also been presented. In Chapter 5, the simulation model for the 
proposed complete drive system has been developed and explained. The extensive 
simulation results at different operating conditions were also shown. In Chapter 6, the 
real-time implementation procedures o f the proposed control system for the 
development o f both hardware and software have been provided and the experimental 
results were shown.
From the simulation and experimental results, the proposed LMC has been found 
to be superior to the conventional one in loss reduction and the proposed ABNC has 
been found robust against speed changes and load disturbances and showed high 
dynamic performance. W hen they were combined together, both high dynamic 
performance and even more loss reduction, due to the effeetiveness o f parameter 
adaptation, have been aehieved. Thus, the proposed ABNC based LMC for IM drives 
could be a potential high performance and energy saving industrial drive applieation.
7.1 Contributions
The contributions o f this dissertation are:
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Mathematical model o f an IM incorporating the iron loss has been derived. In 
these equations, no extra state variables are added while the iron loss is 
incorporated into the equations. Hence, this set o f equation can be used to 
develop controllers that take iron loss into account without adding too much 
complexity to the design as compared to the case without considering the iron 
loss. This will benefit especially, for the nonlinear controller design because the 
extra state variables introduced to explain the eurrent flowing through iron 
resistance in conventional motor model caused the difficulties in the design o f  a 
nonlinear controller.
Adaptive backstepping based nonlinear controller (ABNC) for an IM 
incorporating the iron loss has been developed under the parameter uneertainties 
o f the rotor resistance and load torque. The performanee o f this controller has 
been evaluated by both simulation and experimental results showing exeellent 
dynamic performance. Simulation results also show the proposed controller is 
superior to the one without the consideration o f iron loss and it could be a 
potential candidate for high performance industrial drive application.
A new LMC based loss minimization algorithm (LMA), which operates an IM 
at the minimum loss point has been developed based on the steady state motor 
model described in 1. Due to the decomposition feature o f the steady state 
motor model, the rotor leakage inductance is not ignored. The proposed LMA 
has been evaluated through the computer simulation and experiment using 
different types o f speed controllers. Both simulation and experimental results
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show superior results in comparison to the conventional LMA most popularly 
used.
•  A  novel loss minimization control system for IM has been proposed by 
combining the proposed LMC and ABNC. Simulation and experimental results 
verified the effectiveness o f  the proposed control system. It is shown that the 
parameter adaptation o f ABNC contributes to both the dynamic performance o f 
the controller and accuracy in search o f an optimum magnetizing current level.
•  The proposed adaptive backstepping based online loss minimization control o f 
an IM  drive has been successfully implemented in real-time using a digital 
signal processor (DSP) controller board DS 1104 for a prototype 1/3 hp motor 
in the Power Electronics & Drives Research Laboratory o f Lakehead University. 
The detailed information about the real-time implementation o f both hardware 
and software has been presented.
7.2 Future Scope of the work
In the implementation phase o f this research as shown in Chapter 6, a DS 1104 
controller board could easily meet the computing requirement for the digital 
implementation o f the proposed strategy in terms o f speed and memory because this is 
one o f the latest research & development hoards with a powerful processor. Therefore, 
there was no need for special effort on conservative use o f the computing hardware to 
reduce the computational burden. However, the use o f such a powerful DSP board 
may not be possible or recommended due to economic concerns in most o f  the 
commercial applications. Therefore, it is worth trying to implement the proposed 
control strategy with less computational burden. This can be done by writing the
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entire control system in ‘C ’ programming language with theses concerns in mind. 
Apart from a possible development o f efficient control software, the proposed LMC 
and ABNC can be used as a stand alone. For example, the proposed LMA can be 
combined with the conventional PI based controller, and ABNC can be used w ith a 
constant magnetizing eurrent with or without parameter adaptations according to the 
applications.
In this thesis, the parameter update laws for rotor resistance and load torque have 
been developed. Through the exactly same backstepping controller design steps, the 
parameter update laws can be easily extended to stator resistance. In contrast to the 
previous suggestion, the control system computation in this case becomes more 
demanding. However, in return it m ight be possible to achieve better results in terms 
o f both dynamic performance and loss minimization.
The effect o f core saturation can be incorporated in the development o f  the 
proposed LMC by computing the magnetizing inductance as a function o f  the 
magnetizing current through experimental measurements.
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APPENDIX-A
IM Parameters
Parameter For Simulation For Experiment
Number o f phase 3 3
Number o f pole pairs 2 2
Rated power 12 hp 1/3 hp
Rated speed 1750 RPM 1725 RPM
Stator resistance 0.399 Q 6.5 n
Rotor resistance R^ 0.3538Q 3 .4 n
Iron loss resistance Ry 650 Q 400 Q
Stator inductance 0.0593H 0.2758 H
Rotor inductance 0.0604H 0.2809 H
M utual inductance 0.056 H 0.2655 H
Inertia constant J 0.0586 Agj»" 0.0012 K g . m ^
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APPENDIX-B
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Fig.B .l; Base drive circuit for the inverter
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B.2 Interface circuit for the current sensor
+15V
741CN
C u r re n t  





to  A/D 
c o n v e te r
Fig.B.2: Current sensor and Interface circuit per phase
B.3 Field weakening rule
function [mag_cur_ref] = fieldweakening(we)
% we: rotor flux speed,
% rated we: rated rotor flux speed
% mag cur ref: magnetizing current reference
% rated mag cur ref: rated magnetizing current reference
if  we <= rated we
mag cur re f  = rated mag cur ref; 
else
n = we -  rated we; 
m a g c u r r e f  = r a t e d m a g c u r r e f  
for i= l:n -l
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APPENDIX-C
Simulink Model
Fig.C .l: Controller Subsystem
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Fig.C.2: PW M Inverter Subsystem
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4
Fig.C.3: Coordinate Transformation Subsystem (dq to abc)
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Fig.C.4: Coordinate Transformation Subsystem (abc to dq)
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Fig.C.6: M otor Subsystem
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n  A
Fig.C.7: Parameter Adaptation Subsystem (Tl)
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Fig.C.8: Parameter Adaptation Subsystem (Rt)
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Fig.C.lO: M agnetizing Current Estimation Subsystem
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Fig. D: Real time Simulink model for the ABNC based loss minimization control o f IM drive
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